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CHAPTER I 
HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENTS 
The most succinct and formal definition of repression appeared in 
1915 in an article entitled "Repression": " the essence·of. 
repression lies simply in turning something away, and keeping it at a 
distance; frem the conscious". (Freud, 1915, p. 147). In formulating his 
repression theory Freud.made.no attempt to set down a system of rules by 
which one could forecast consequent behavior given the knowledge ef. 
environmental conditions and individual predisposition. Freud made his· 
observations under uncontrolled conditions and many of the psychoanalytic 
propesition~ set down by Freud do not.adequately lend themselves.to 
operational language and.empirical examination. Kubie, a.prominent 
psychoanalyst, sol:>erly notes that"··· the limitations can.be·summarized 
by sayi.ng tha:t-;,, tqe d.iffiiculties of recording and reproduci.ng primary 
observations, the consequent difficulty in deriving the l:>asic conceptual 
structu,re, the <lifficul ties in appraising quanti tative1y: the' ·mclltd.pid.<i:ity 
of variables, ••• the precision of·its hypotheses andthe validity 0f its 
predictions are among the.basic scientific prc;,blems which remain to be 
solved" (1953, pp, 143-144). Sears takes a more pessimistic outl0ok; 
"It seems dou];rt;ful whether the sheer testing of psychoanalytic theory is 
an appropriate task .for experimental psychology. Its general.methG>d·is. 
estimable but, its available techniqt1,es are clumsy'' ( 1944, p, 329). 
Dellard and.Miller (1950) have attempted to restate the ·.,,,,. c 
1 
psychoanalytic theory of repression within a framework of experimental 
learning principles. With this attempt they hoped to render a service 
2 
to both disciplines without distorting or destroying the basic 
propositions of either orientation (1950, p, 3). The principal concept 
with which they hoped to achieve this rapprochment was fear, an intrinsic 
notion within both disciplines. Dollard and Miller conclude that the 
occurence of forbidden, illicit, or demeaning thoughts may result in 
heightened emotional arousal or fear, a fear that these ominous thoughts 
will become known to others resulting in punishment and condemnation. 
Because fea!!'.' has motivat.iona.1 pa::rop:erti.es .it iiritiates, cons.idea:ralbcb.e 
activity on the part of the individual in his search for an instrumental 
act which would remove the source of the fear. Unable to physically 
remove himself from a threat from within, the threatened individual seeks 
ways to remove himself from the threatening thought. He may momentarily 
remove the thought by diverting his attention to something else or he may 
attempt to suppress it. This form of avoidance would seem to be 
transitory. Shifts in the attention level IJ1aintained by the individual 
may produce momentary periods of thinking free of the fearful thought, 
but immediate environmental cues would probably shift a.ttention back to 
the source of the disturbance. Surprisingly, these supposed momentary 
i:;hifts of attention are often found to be permanent (Dollard & Miller, 
1950, pp, 200-204). These momentary shifts in attention, however, are 
not haphazar>d but,are truly instrumental in nature. Inattention or 
suppression are instrumental a·cts which when followed by the reinforcing 
event of fear-reduction tend to strengthen the preceding behavior of 
"Not Thinking ,II As the individual .continues to avoiq. the, threatening 
thought he is forever reinforcing its nonoccurence, 
3 
The following sections will consider four a:rieas of.the experimental 
literature. An attempt will be made to integrate what may seem like 
disparate areas of investigation .into a meaningful context. The 
resulting ideas and guidelines for' experimentation will hopefully lead 
to the natural and logical next step in the empirical investigation of 
repriession. First, an experimental paradigm of :repression will be 
enumerated. The paradigm will act as the working model for the. 
experimental procedures.found later in.the paper, Second, consideration 
of a special case of Zeigarnik's·(1927) interrupted-task procedure will 
be explored and provide an empirical basis for the relevance of the major 
variables being considered in this study: threat induction and 
personaJ.ity classification associated with the avoidance cf threatening 
materials, Third, an extention of a model proposed by Inglis (1961) will 
be discussed and predictions concerned with the above mentioned variables 
will be generated. Fourth, a number cf experimental techniques used 
extensively in the selection offs expected to exhibit differential 
recall of threatening materials will be discussed. The discussion will 
c 
conclude with the enumeration of the personality scales that will be used 
in the present study, 
An Experimental Paradigm of Repression 
The concept cf repression, the cc;,rnerstone of psychoanalytic theory, 
has received considerable.attention in the literature as evidenced by the 
lengthy reviews of Sears (1936), Zeller (1950), and Weiner (1966). In an 
effort tc:> approximate .the conditions of disruption and disturbance so 
often discussed in Freud's writings.the experimental procedures used to 
demonst:rate repression have become more refined over the years. Initial 
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experimentation in this area seemed most concerned with .the f~ee recall 
of personal experiences of pleasantness.and u~pleasantness. In one of 
the earliest.experiments, Meltzer (1930) asked college men and women.to 
describe and rate their Christmas vacation experiences. A test of free 
recall six weeks.later produced a significantly greater.number of 
pleasant·memories than-unpleasant memories. Today, rather than working 
with .natu:r;,alexperiences, the standard procedure is that of .inducing 
distress, discomfort, or discciuragement in the laboratory and associating 
the affect. with previously ne\,ltral materials (Eriksen, 1966). 
In a lcigical analysis of repression, Zeller (1950a) listed_ three 
conditi.ons whicl;l he thought-had to be met.in order to demonstrate 
repression experimentally: 
1; It m\,lst be demonstrated that the material in question has 
been learned by the individual. 
2. It must be shown that introduction of an inhibiti_ng factor 
causes either an inability to recall or at least a 
significant decrease in recall. 
3. It must be demonstrated that the removal.of the inhibiting 
factor results in·the reinstateme;nt of .the ability to, 
recall the material. 
The third condition has unfortunate_ly been omitted from the design 0f 
most experiments, Zeller states that no test of repression can be 
considered adeg;ua_te until the removal. of the repression factor has, 
resulted.in the reatoration to consciousness of the repressed material. 
In the second of a.pair of·experiments,.Zeller.(1951) concluded that 
"when . failure, al tho.ugh. assoc.iated with a specific task, is by inference 
generalized.to associated.tasks, the failure.is as disruptive to the 
performance on the associated tasks as if failure had been specific to 
them, Previou~ly known mater.ial .which has become associated with .an 
unpleasant emotional experience is less well recalled, and a later 
association with success at the task at.which failure.was induced leads 
to an increase in measured recall of the original material." 
5 
In utilizing the three conditions that he had proposed.as being 
necessary components for all experimental designs m~asuring repression, 
Zeller believed that his results, as stated above, demonstrated the 
reliability of this phenomenon. In the first of a pair of experiments 
Zeller (1950a) found that .§_s experiencing induced.,..failure on a 
block-tapping task took longer to relearn a series of nonsense.syllables 
than control Is not·subjected·to the failure experience. Induced-,-success 
at the task which had previously led to failure served to increase·the 
ab;i.lity to relearn the nonsense syllables, Similar results. were noted 
in.the second study (1951) which considered immediate recall rather than 
relearning as the criterion variable. On the other hand, Truax (1957), 
Underwood 0957, p, 77) and Zeller himself (1950b, 1951) have pointed 
out that Zeller 1.s results. can be explained in terms of. lowered 
motivation rather than repression. Thus it appears that at least one 
more condition is necessary in order to demonstrate unequivocally the 
phenomenon of experimental repression: (4) It must be shown that the 
process of repression is.indeed selective. Only.the material that has 
taken on the.aspect of unacceptance.and disturbance, because of the 
anxiety-arousing nature of the experimental situation, should be 
repressed. If other adjacent material is not directly concerned with · 
threat but is influenced advevsely and to the same degree.as the 
repressed mater>ial, an inter>pr>etation in tevms of em0tional blocking may 
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easily be made. Such results could not be considered to demonstrate 
repression, but simply the nonselective effects of lowered motivation. 
Like Zeller, Flavell (1955) and D'Zuril1a (1965) have omitted this vital 
condition and their results may easily be interpreted in terms of 
lowered motivation rather than repression. 
In making use of the above paradigm of repression and a variety of 
personality measures, Millimet (1965) hypothesized that Ss classified as 
High Repressors would forget more words associated with threat than 
words associated with non-threat, while Ss classified as Low Repressors 
were expected to exhibit no differential forgetting of these words. In 
addition, it was hypothesized that the threatening words forgotten by 
High Repressors during the repression phase of the experiment would be 
recove:t:'ed upon removal of the threatening situation, Contrary to 
hypothesis, results exhibited the exact opposite effects. Words 
associated with both threat and non~threat were equally well retained by 
.§_s in the High- Repressor gri.oup, while Ss in the Low Repressor group 
recalled considerably more words associated with threat than with 
non-threat. Upon removal of the threatening situation, the High 
Repressors recovered more threatening words and the Low Repressors 
recovered more non-thl"eatening words. The.results were interpreted as a 
special case of the Zeigarnik effect {Zeigarnik, 1927). This 
interpretation will appear in the next section of this paper. 
The Zeigarnik Effect 
The Ze.igarnik effect, the tendency for .§_s to recall more 
incompleted (I) tasks than completed (C) tasks, has been replicated 
many times (Cartwright, 1942; Gebhard, 1948; Martin, 1940; McKinney, 
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1935). However, a number of studies.have found that the opposite _result 
has occurred (Boguslavsky, 1951; Boguslavsl<y & Guthrie, 1941; Crafts 
et. al. , 1950; Glixman, 1949; Prentice, 1944). That is, the numbe_r of 
C tasks outweighed the I tasks in a test of recall. Rosenzwe_ig ( 1943) 
was the first investigator to show that at least one reason.for this 
inconsistency is the amount of ego-involvement and test anxiety 
e;x.perienced by .§_, In this regard, other investigators (Forrest, 1959; 
Gilmore, 1954; , Kendler, 1949; Lewis & Frai1k°.iin, 1944) 
have found that the relative recall of C tasks to I tasks increases as 
s:tress increases. Still other investigators.have found that this 
relationship does not hold for all Ss. Alper (1946, 1948) showed that. 
Ss who recalled mare I tasks were. of .. different personality type than Ss 
who .recalled more C tasks, and that Ss. unselected far personality 
factors ex,hibited no differential !'\:!call of I and C tasks. Postman and 
Solomon (1950) noted similar findingsas Ss unselected for personality 
differences exhibited nans_ignificant. differential recognition thresholds 
far I and C tasks, Alper (1948) found. that strong egos recalled more.I 
tasks in low stress situations and more C task~ in high stress 
situations. On the.other hand, weak egos.recalled mare C. tasks in low 
stress situations and more. I tasks. in high_, stress situations. 
In summary, Caron and Wallach(1957) conclude that "no experimental 
approach ta repression has received.ma:rie .. attentian than the attempt ta 
administer Ze.igarnik 's inter:i;iupted-task · procedure under ego-involving 
instl;'uctians. The rationale underlying. this use of the Ze.igarnik. 
technique holds that ego-involvement.would cause incompleted and. 
completed tasks to ;be viewed a$ failures and ·succe.sses respectively and 
i~ accordance with repression theory would lead to the expulsion of 
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incompleted items from.consciousness," 1 The prediction followed that 
the typical "Zeigarnik" recall pattern (superior recall of incompleted 
tasks) would be replaced by a "Repr-essive" recall pattern (superior 
recall of completed tasks). Caron and.Wallach point out, however, that 
such a reversal of the Zeigarnik ratio is not a function of threat alone, 
but is also contingent on personality factors. Some individuals recall 
a preponderance of successes under threatening conditions, while others 
recall more failures, 
In addition, Caron and .Wallach warn against a possible 
misinterpretation of these experimental results. They question whether 
the repression of failures.in·the case of selective recall of successes 
or the expression of failures in the case of the selective recall of 
failures is caused by selective learning rather than selective 
remembering, Finding a selective recall for success items under threat 
does not necessarily indicate that the failure items were repressed; Of 
course, a similar interpretation may be made when a selective recall of 
failure items is in evidence. Selective learning may not be ruled out 
in either case, Caron and Wallach suggest that if failure items have 
been.trulyrepressed·then the alleviation of the threatening 
ci:r:icumstances should be followed by the :r:ieemerging into consciousness of 
the repressed events, 2 This interpretation stems from the Freudian 
notion that repressed .. ev.ents persist in an unconscious. state and. are 
never irretrievably lost. The selective learning position, on the othe:r:i 
1Weiner (19?6) points out that Caron and Wallach are not alone in 
making this distinction as numerous other investigators (e.g. Atkinson, 
1953; Rosenzweig, 191+3) have made similar interpretations. 
2This position is in.accord with Zeller's third condition~ 
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hand, implies no such restoration for forgotten items, It maintains . 
that,decreased recall results entireJ.:y from a deficiency-in original 
learni.ng and no. restoration to. consciousness should occur upon 
alleviating the threatening circumstances,. 
In Millimet 's study, the Low .Represso!'s recalled a s.ignificantly 
greater amount of failed or incompleted material (threat words) than 
successful cir completed :mater.ial ( non~threat words), while the High 
ReJ;>ressors.recalled approximately equal numbers of incompleted and 
completed material,· Upon removal of .the threatening situation the High 
Repressor group recovered more incompleted.words and the Low 
Repressor. group .recovered·more c0mpleted words, These results are in 
accord with the conditions specified by Zeller and Caron and Wallach and 
support a selective memory interpretation. In a similar study, Caron 
anc;l Wallach (1957) found that although the expected interaction between 
personality classification and .level. of threat was. very. much. in 
evidence·in immediatEl recall.; the removal 0f the threatening 
circumstances did not significantly enhance. subsequent recall, It was 
the!'efare.concludec;l that the initial differences in.reca11·were due to 
selective learni.ng rather than to selective retentiop., 
For fuz;,ther discussic>n of experiments. investigati.ng the recall· of 
completed and. incompleted tasks the reader is directed ,to reviews by 
Alper (1952), Butterfield (19611,),.and. Weiner (1966). 
This :section was concerned with a special case o:f the ,ze.iga;r;,nik 
effect. It was shown that a number of investigations have found a 
reversal of the Zeigarnik ra t.io, i. e ~ the supe;riior recall. of completed 
tasks, while many studies. have suppot>ted the original Ze.igarnik ·finding, 
i.e. the . supe:dor reca11 · of incompleted tasks, Moreo'Vler,f :,e~perime·~tat:±on 
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co.nsidering the ·variables of threat and. personality classification have 
regularly noted an interaction between these variables and .the resulting 
pattern of recall. A valuable addition to this area of investigation 
would be some integrating or·unifying consideration or mechanism that· 
could systematically account, for these data. It is to this cemsideration · 
that·this study now turns. 
Inglis' M9del 
An inverted U-curve similar to the olle proposed by Hebb.(1g55) and 
Duffy (1957) has been adapted to illustrate the curvilinear relationship 
between degree of threat and efficiency of performance (Inglis, 1961; 
Iverson &·Reuder, 1956). The extremes of the curve are characterized by 
disruptive and inefficient behavipr, while .facilitation of performance. 
is exp.ected at .the middle of the curve, In using an extraversion-
introversion dimension (Eysenck, 1947; 1957), 3 Inglis has proposed a 
model for predicting differential recall of I and C tasks for situations 
involving threat and individual persanali ty differences ( see F.i.g, 1), 
The.model is based on the following seven implicit assumptions: 
1. All .§_s possess some degree,of effectiveness for the 
avoidance·of threatening materials regardless of.degree 
of extraversion-introversion. 
2. Extraverts and Introverts.manifest characteristic 
3Eysenck reports that Ss h.igh ·on the extraversion pole are little 
bothered.by failure,·while Ss·falling at the introversion pole become. 
preoccupied with their failµres. Such reaction to failure would seem 
to be related to differential memory.for completed and incompleted 
tasks. By emphasizing the successful tasks, and .ignoring the failed 
ones, Extraverts.woulq be expected t~ recall relati~ely more completed 
than incompleted tasks,.while fGr.the Intnoverts this tendency.would be 
reversed. 
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,, ·differences· in ,r.espo·nse': to ,.threatening, stimti!li 1along an 
avoidance continuum. 
3. Introverts have a lower threshold for threat than 
Extraverts. 
4. At low levels of threat Extraverts perceive no threat. 
.,12 
5, At low levels of threat Introverts perceive threat and 
respond with whatever amount of avoidance they can command. 
6. At high levels of threat Extraverts perceive threat and 
respond with whatever amount of avoidance they can command. 
7. At high levels of threat Introverts perceive considerable 
threat but are lacking in high avoidance and are compelled 
to experience the threatening stimuli. 
The model predicts that at low levels of threat the limited 
avoidance mechanism of Introverts proves sufficient and non-threatening 
materials are expected to predominate in recall. At high levels of 
threat, the limited avoidance capability of Introverts should prove to 
be inadequate, and threatening materials are expected to predominate in 
recall. Extraverts, on the other hand, do not feel threatened at low 
levels of threat and are expected to recall as many threatening 
materials as non..:.threateiiing materials. At high levels of threat 
exfra:verts make use of the.ii' superio.r· ;1.void'anc:e capability and >shot.rid'·· 
ef.fective1y:avoid,:1·thre·ateni.rig mater1'als::with:·n6n:.,.;thr,eateni·ng mate:6ials 
expected to predominate in recall. 
Although Inglis' model was.devised to make predictions about the. 
recall scores of Ss selected from an extraversion-introversion dimension, 
its use should not necessarily be curtailed simply because some.other 
dimension of personality is proposed. Eysenck (1957) and his followers 
13 
(e.g. Franks, 1961; Gwynne, 1961; Lovibond, 1964) recognize that a 
number of personality orientations while not embracing the extraversion-
introversion dimension have nevertheless made use of constructs and 
measuring instruments which satisfactorily reflect the extraversion-
introversion dimension. For example, the Taylor-Spence theory of Drive 
and manifest anxiety and Taylor's Manifest Anxiety Scale (1953) are 
cited as supporting this position. Lovibond (1964) suggests that for 
Eysenck the personality dimension which is related to conditionability 
is extraversion-introversion, while for Taylor and Spence it is anxiety, 
Jones (1961) and Franks (1961) suggest that while the MAS is perhaps a 
better indicator of neuroticism, it does indeed measure extraversion-
introversion. If this position is accepted then predictions concerning 
extraversion-introversion and manifest anxiety should be nearly 
identical, While the accuracy of this notion may be questi9ned when the 
position is adopted that an extraversion-introversion dimension reflects 
an associative variable and a manifest anxiety dimension reflects a 
motivational variable, a number of investigators (Child, 1954; Eriksen & 
Davids, 1955; Hilgard, 1953; Truax, 1957) have indicated that manifest 
anxiety as defined by the Manifest Anxiety Scale reflects associative 
qualities when the criterion under consideration is the differential 
recall of threatening materials. People scoring at the high end of the 
Manifest Anxiety Scale are thus expected to exhibit recall scores 
similar to those expected for individuals scoring at the introversion 
pole, whereas people scoring at the low end of the Manifest Anxiety 
Scale are expected to exhibit recall scores.similar to those expected 
for individuals scoring at the extraversion pole. 
This section was primarily concerned with advancing a major 
i4 
theoI1etical position in an attempt,to ac¢ount.for the large.body of.data 
concerned with the recall of completed and·incompleted tasks discussed 
in the previcms. section. By proposing. an inverited-U function Inglis' 
model attempts t<:.l account.for the frequently noted interaction between 
threat and,personality classification and.subsequent patterns ef recall. 
Having established that·persona~ity classification is a .vital segment of 
the.model, the study now turns to the consideration.of·selectfon of Ss. 
Subject Selecticm 
A number of divergent methods have been·employed.by numerous 
investigators in the selection of .§_s,expected to exhibit differential 
recall of threatening materials. Most attempts have made use of one or 
more.subscales of the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI), 
Some investigators have used MMPI subscales originally devisedfor 
measuring· other aspects .of personality, whi~e others have manufactured, 
new scales believed to more adequately reflect a dimension of.repressien. 
The subscales receiving the mest attention and use have·been: Lie 
(L) (Badenhausen, 1956; Gordon, 1957;Page& Markowitz, 1955; Tart, 
1962);. Defensiveness (1<) (Gordon, 1957; .. Nowlis .& Nowlis, 1956; Pa:ge & 
Markowitz; 19?;;5); Manifest Anxiety (MA) (Badenha\lsen, 1956; Erikse!l &· 
--
Davids,. 1955; Gordon,.1957, 1959; Sarason, 1956, 1957a, 1957b);. 
Admission 0f symptqms (Ad) (Gordon, 1959); Denial 0f symptoms (Dn) 
(Ca:i::ilsen, 1954; Gorden., 1959; N0wlis & Nowlis, 1956); Hysteria (_!:!l) 
.· . .,,, 
Eriksen, 1954; Mat::\l.ews &··Wertheimer, 1958;· Medini, 1957}; Psychasthenia · 
''·~·!· . . . . 
(Pt) (Carlson,. 1953,. 1954;. Eriksen, 1954; Eriksen, & Br0wne, 1956; 
Eriksen, Kuethe & Sullivan, '.1,.958; Fulkers0n, 1955; Mathews & Wertheimer, 
1958; Medini, 1957); Anxiety (A) (Apfelbaum.& Sherriffs, 1954; Chance, 
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1956; Tart, 1962; Van de Castle, 1958); .Repression (~) (Chance, .1956; 
Nowlis & Nowlis, 1956; Tart, 1962;.Van de Castle, 1958); Ego Strength 
(Es) (Tart, 1962); ~-Pt index (Carlson, 1954; Eriksen & Davids, 1955; 
Truax , 19 5 7 ) , 
More recently the trend for the.selection of subjects has shifted 
to.the use of a combination of two pr. more scales. Obrist (1958) formed 
a cemposite scale by pooling.the items from the !il., Pt,~.~. and R 
scales. Rather than pooling all items, Altrocchi, Parsons, and Dickoff 
(1960) subtracted the pooled!:_, K, and Dn scales from the pealed D 
(Depression), Pt, and~ scales in their attempt at finding an adequate 
index of repression. Byrne (1961) criticized the latter procedure on 
the grounds that a bias was being introduced because of considerable 
item.overlap among the scales under consideration. To eliminate this 
problem Byrne pooled the six scales and removed all inconsistantly 
scored items. The result was the Repression-Sensitization Scale which 
was lat,ev.r,evise(d.,.l:iy item analysis methods (Byrne, Barry, & Nelson, 
1963). Using a different approach, Ullmann (1958) administered all 550 
MMPI items to 38 facilitators (Low Repressors) and 24 inhibitors (High 
Repressors) as identified from casehist0ries. Three item analyses were 
performed in.three cross-validation studies and the result was tlle 
Facilitation-Inhibition Scale with 44 items. Millimet (1967) pooled the 
A, R, Pt, MAS, Ad, Dn, L, K, Es, and Ne (neuroticism) scales, eliminated 
all inconsistently scored-items, and performed an item analysis on 100 
male and 100 female protocols, The result was a scale of 70 items with 
separate male and female forms. The removing 0f a'sex bias t0ward 
certain i terns was expected to improve upon the accuracy of .. prediction of 
this type of scale. The preparation of this scale and two validity 
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studies are presented in greater detail in .the next chapter. 
CHAPTER II 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF A SCALE OF REPRESSION 
In a study concerned with the avoidance of threatening materials 
the writer (1965) considered the profileof the~' R, Pt, MAS, Ad, Dn, _!:, 
K, Es, and Ne scales from the MMPI.in selecting Ss of low and high 
repression. This selection procedure, rather than being based on a 
precise set of norms, was largely intuitive, Without benefit of norms, 
this procedure became terribly t.inweildy and difficult to maintain 
without introducing considerable error. Fortunately, the experimental 
re.sults were positive. It then seemed desirable to expend an effort in 
the formulation of a single.scale which would retain the same measure of 
predictability. In addition, the need for two scales, one for males and 
one for females, seemed to be desirable. All other investigations have 
considered the same scale for both sexes. In proposing two scales it 
was hoped that the reduction in error as a result of the removal of a 
sex bias toward certain items would improve upon the accuracy of 
prediction of this type of scale. 
This chapter will examine the developments ofan item analysis of a 
composite of the ten scales mentioned above. In addition, a number of 
normative studies will be considered. 
Method and Results 
Study I: Defining·sample. The items composing the ten MMPI Scales. 
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were pooled to form a 251~item composite scale. Because many of the 
same items appeared on more than one subscale only the items which were 
scored in the same direction were retained. Eight items were removed as 
a result of this procedure. The remaining 243 items were submitted to 
100 male and 100 female introductory psychology students at Oklahoma 
State University. A score at the low end of the composite scale was 
considered to be.indicative of a high repressor, while a score at the 
high end of the composite scale was considered to be indicative of a low 
repressor. 
Using an item analysis technique,advocated by Kelley (1939), the 
protocols of the high 27 and low 27 scorers of both the male and female 
samples were selected for further consideration. The percentage of high 
and low scorers endorsing an item in the scorable direction was 
determined for every item. These percentages were referred to tables 
prepared by Flanagan (1939), for estimating tetrachoric correlations 
necessary for determining the discriminative power of the 243 items 
under consideration. The 243 items were then ranked in order of 
discriminative power and the best 70 items were chosen (see Appendix A). 
The process was repeated for both the male and female samples (see Table 
I and Table II for the corresponding MMPI group form number). 
Means, standard deviations, and intercorrelations were computed for 
the ten original scales, composite scale, and the two scales derived by 
item analysis procedu:r;>es (see Table III and Table IV). Examination of 
the intercorrelations indicates that 116 of the 132 correlations are 
significant. In particular, the item analysis scales (MARS) correlate 
with the Pt, MAS, and ~ scales, scales purported to reflect anxiety,. at 
a magnitude as high as the.reliability coefficients of the scales 
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TABLE I 
MANIFEST ANXIETY-REPRESSION SCALE 
MALE FORM 
Corresponding MMPI group form number 
TRUE: 
32 39 41 62 86 89 94 106 .. :1.24. 129 136 138 142 
145 147 148 165 171 172 179 186 189 191 201 217 236 
238 244 267 278 301 305 317 322 335 336 337 340 345 
346 349 352 356 357 358 359 361 382 383 384 389 396 
397 398 411 414 418 424 511 530 , 544 549 555 
FALSE: 
3 68 107 152 371 379 407 
TABLE II 
MANIFEST ANXIETY-REPRESSION SCALE 
FEMALE FORM 
Corresponding MMPI group form number 
TRUE: 
15 62 67 82 86 94 100 124 129 136 138 142 147 
171 172 179 · 201 217 236 238 259 278 304 305 317 321 
322 335 336 337 343 345 349 356 357 358 359 361 382 
383 389 396 397 398 406 411 414 418 424 431 439 442 
443 468 499 506 511 518 530 541 544 549 555 
FALSE: 
152 163 353 367 371 379 407 
TABLE III 
MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS AND INTERCORRELATION 
MATRIX FOR MMPI SUBSCALES 
Male sample 
(N = 100) 
L K A R Ad Dn Pt MAS Ne Es Com MARS 
x 2.27 12.14 16.55 14.49 6.12 12. 72 · 16.52 17.90 5.78 47.26 101.81 29.56 
SD 1. 78 4~45 8.51 4.14 4.32 3.84 r• 1093 8.42 3. 90 · 5.88 23.75 14.38 
L 
K .323 
A -.247 -.724 
R .253 .398 -.144 
Ad -.029 -.440 .702 -.058 
Dn .208 .831 -.591 .304 -.336 
Pt. -.203 -.646 .915 -.109 .731 -.513 
MAS -.198 -.658 .906 -.142 • 773 -.485 .911 
Ne .006 -.468 .746 ..., .004 .884 -.399 .812· .825 
Es -.017 .397 -.619 -.031 -.542 .314 -.716 -.598 -.644 
Com -.287 -.803 .922 -.339 . 725 -.667 .925 .906 .782 -. 710 
MARS -.294 -.783 .954 -.205 .714 -.642 .936 .922 .767 -.634 .950 
r = ±.20; p<.05 
r = ±.26; p< .01 . I\.) 0 
r = ±.33; p<.001 
TABLE IV 
MEANS~ STANDARD -1lR\UATI.ON.S.. AND .INTERCORRELATION 
MATRIX FOR MMP..I SUB SCALES 
Female sample 
(N = 100) .· 
L. K A R Ad Dn P± MAS Ne Es Com MARS 
x 3.33 13.65 15.99 16. 30 · 5.75 14.93 15.80 18.66 4.70 43.74 99.77 30.26 
SD 2.46 4.24 · 8.31 3. 85 · 3.50 4.04 7.62 8.55 3.25 4.75 23.89 15.19 
L 
K. .421 
A -.298 -.736 
R .312 . 412 -.198 
Ad -.097 -.422 .649 -.042 
Dn .367 .782 -.726 .266 -.389 
Pt -.343 -~687 .901 -.152 .706 -.651 
MAS -.221 -. 711 .856 -.209 .734 -.624 .881 
Ne .()19 -.443 .619 .033 .850 - . 396 .651 .723 
Es .053 .485 - •. 619 .045 -.563 .446 -.674 -.610 -.548 
Com -.383 -.822 .924 -.368 .702 - . 777 .922 .911 .661 - . 710 
MARS -.337 -.793 .955 -.261 .646 -.762 .928 .920 .611 -.635 .962 
r = ±.20; p<.05 
r = ±.26; p<.01 
r = ±.33; p<.001 N I-'-
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themselves. It is important to recognize,.however, that-a portion of 
the size of the correlations is.the result in some cases of considerable 
item overlap. Table V indicates the number of items each scale has in 
common with the item analysis scales and the minimum correlation 
expected as a result·of the shared items. The number.of common.items 
notwithstanding, examination of the intercorrelations renders 
considerable support.for the assumption made earlier that the original· 
ten scales are measuring very much the same thing and that pooling the 
items for the item analysis did not· subvert the original meaning of the 
scales or constitute a marked departure from item homogeneity. With 
regard to this assumption, the employment of the Kuder-Richardson 
Formula 21 found a coefficient of .90 for both the male and female 
composite scales, This estimate of internal consistency rendered 
considerable support for the assumption of". test.homogeneity of the ten 
scales used to form the composite. 
The item'-test; correlations of the item analysis scales ranged from 
.41 to .82 for the male scale and .42 to .86 for the female scale. The 
average item-"'test correlation was found to be .60 for both scales. 
Richardson(1936) has shown that squaring the average iterri-test 
correlation results_ in a satisfactory estimate of the average item 
intercorrelation. An application of this technique resulted in an 
estimated average item intercorrelation of .36 for both the male and 
female scales. 
Thorndike (1949) hasshown that an item has its maximum 
discriminative power at the 50 per cent level of difficulty. However, 
Guion (1965) suggests that a truly homogeneous test must possess items 
of varying levels of difficulty. Nevertheless, Guion states that the 
L 
0/15 
. , 000 
Dn 
8/26 
-.188 
L. 
0/15 
.000 
Dn ... 
6/26 
-.141 
TABLE V 
NUMBER OF ITEMS COMMON.TO THE ITEM ANALYSIS 
SCALE AND THE TEN SUBSCALES 
(COMMON_ ITEMS/TOTAL ITEMS) 
.. A.lf,D .. · T}m.MIN.IMUM. .CD.R:R.ELAT.I ON. EXPECTED 
AS A RESULT OF. THE SHARED ITEMS 
Male form 
K A R 
14/30 28/39 3/40 
-.306 .536 -.057 
Pt MAS Ne 
25/48 24/50 9/30 
.431 .406 .196 
TABLE VI 
NUMBER OF ITEMS. COMMON.TO THE ITEM ANALYSIS 
SCALE AND THE. TEN SUBSCALES 
(COMMon·. ITEMS/TOTAL. ITEMS). 
AND THE MINIMUM CORRELATION EXPECTED 
AS A RESULT OF THE SHARED ITEMS 
Female form 
K A R 
11/30 30/39 2/40 
-.240 .574 -.038 
Pt MAS Ne 
22/48 24/50 2/30 
.380 .406 .044 
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Ad 
6/32 
.127 
Es 
13/68 
-.188 
Ad 
4/32 
,085 
Es 
13/68' 
-.188 
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average item difficulty should be maintained-as close to .50 as possible. 
The average item difficuJ.;ty was found to be .47 for both the male and 
female scales-as computed from item, difficulty tables prepared by Davis 
(1946). 
Reliability. Three estimates·of .reliability were determined. A 
test-retest (2 month delay) correlation coefficient was found to be ,95 
for both the male (N = 27) and female (N ;: .40) scales. A split-half 
half correlation coefficient of .89 was found when the odd vs. even item 
split was corrected by the Spearman,-.Brown Formula. -_ The application of 
the Kuder-Richardson Formula 21, a lower-bound-reliability estimate, 
found an internal consistency coefficient of .88. As in the test-retest 
analysis the latter two reliability coefficients were identical for both 
the male and female scales. 
Validity. The index of reliability is often computed to estimate 
the upper limit of test validity. The basic assumption underlying the 
index of reliability is the understanding that a perfect positive 
correlation exists between all items composing the scale under 
consideration. This is a rather-rigid assumption. However, Thorndike 
(1949) has devised a statistical procedure to estimate maximum test 
validity when the average item intercorrelation is known. Application 
of Thorndike's procedure to the present data resulted in a maximum.test 
validity coefficient of .71 for both the male and female scales. 
Study IL Normative .Sample. The newly formed 70-item male and 
female scales were administered to 262 males. and 292 females enrolled in 
introductory psychology courses at Oklahoma State University. The means 
and standard deviations. for these samples may be found .. in Table VII, 
Unlike .the nons_ignificant. difference-. between the male and female means 
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TABLE VII 
MEAN.: MARS SCORE .. AND .. STANDARD. DEVIATION FOR 
. -MALE AND .: FEMALE SAMPLES 
x SD 
Defin~ng Sample 
M 29.56 14.38 · 
F 30.26 15.19 
Normative sample 
M 24.75 10.86 
F 27.69 11.06 
Psychiatric sample 
M · 28.08 15.57 
F 30.18 17.07 
Readi.ng sample 
M 30.97 11 .• 00 
F 35.53 10.89 
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of the Defining study (t(198) = 0.312, p:>~75), the male and female means 
of thenorma,tive study were significantly different (t(552) = 3.143, 
p<, 01). 
Study III: Psychiatric Samp~e. The item analysis·scales were 
submitted·to a random selection of male (N = 75) and female (N = 100) 
psychiatric patients at Creedmoor State Hospital in Queens Village, New 
York, No attempt was made to select individuals. for testing who had 
previously exhibited differential behavioral manifestations of 
repression, anxiety, or for that matter, any distinguishing 
characteristic .associated with. pers·onality structure. It was. 
hypothesized that the scores of the psychiatric;: patients would not 
s_ignificantly differ from the scores of. the itidividuals found it:i the: 
Normative study, The ra,tionale. for this prediction evolved from the 
consideration that the formation ofa system of defense is an 
independent component of personality,. i:rrespective of psychiatric 
classificatiol)., E~amination. of Table. VIL shows that the means of the 
male an:d female psychiatric pa:tients:were higher than the 
corresponding·means·found in the Normative study, but·the differences 
between·them only approached significance· (t(.Z) = 1.73; p<,10 for the 
male analysis; t(Z) = 1.37, p<.20 for the female analysis). The 
difference betweenthemeans·of the·male.and female psychiatric 
·patients.was· not significail.t (t( 173) =. 0 .833, p>, 80). 
Study IV: · Reading Improvement Sample~.. · The .item a.nalysis scales 
. I . • ' 
were submitted to a· sample of·predominantly freshmanma,ie· (N = 149) and. 
female (N:; 90). students enrolled. in reading·improvement courses at 
O~iahoma: State University. The. readi.ng. improvement course. is offered 
to stud.ents, who desire:.to· improve their· readi.ng· rate and, comprehension.· 
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For the· most· part·, enI'ollment in· these: courses· is· on. a .. :self-indu.lgent 
basis· rather than· in· fulfillment: of. curriculum r·equiriements. As the 
individual receives no.course credit or tuition fee remuneration his 
presence'in the course would seem to I'eflect a genuine plea for help and 
assistance.; , It may be .undeI'stood that the· benefits an indiy.idµal seeks 
to gain from a course of this nature reside, at least in part, in the 
reduction of anxiety associatedw.ithfea:r;,of impending academic 
difficulty. On the basis of this .notion it was,hypothesized that· 
students enrolled in reading improvement courses would most.like~y 
pos.sess considerably higher levels of anxiety than would be expected of 
individuals selected on.the basis of a less restricted sampling 
procedure, say those students found.in the Normative study. If these 
differences, in fact, are truly extant, they should be reflected in test 
perfo:rmance. Although the reading improvement students and the .students 
found in the Normative study.were primarily composed of freshma.n and the 
data collected·atapproximatelythe.same time of year, within the same 
university setti.ng, the means for the male and female reading 
improvement students .(see Table VII) proved to be. significantly higher 
than th.eir counterparts in the Nor.m:ative stu,dy (t(408) = 5.70; p<,001, 
for the.male analysis; t(308);;: 5,87,.p<,001, for the female analysis). 
Furthermore, the reading improvement students exhibited higher means 
than were noted for the psychiatric .. patients. The male analysis 
approached significance (t(Z) = 1.37, p<.20), while the female analysis 
was highly significant (t(Z) = 2.60, p<,001). 
Discussion 
In general, the results of.the four studies may.be stated as 
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follows: 70-item male and female scales were developed by item analysis 
techniques. The· means, in rounded· form,. were 24 for males and 27 for 
females, while .the standard deviation was 1L in both· instances. The 
average item-test correlation, the average item·intercorrelation, and 
the aveJ:"age item difficulty level were found to be .60, .36, and .47, 
respectively, for both male and female scales. Estimates of reliability 
~anged from .88 (internal consistency) to .95 (test-retest, 2 month 
interval). An estimate of maximum .test validity was.found to be .71. 
Estimates of reliability and validity were identical for the male and 
female scales. The first of two comparative studies showed that the 
means of a sample of male and.female psychiatric patients were not 
significantly higher than the corresponding means found in the Normative 
group. On the other hand, the meansfori a Reading Irnp:riovement group 
proved to be significantly higheri than the coriresponding means found in 
the Norimative group. 
Unfortunately, no cross-validation data was collected to support 
the initial choice of items. Data.has since·been collected, however, 
and the analysis· is now in progress .... While it may be expected that 
this analysis will reduce the number of items now composing the two 
70-item scales,· it seems likelythat·thisitem.reduction and the 
concommitant increase in item homogeneity and test reliability will be 
small, 
The item analysisp!'ocedure was. designed to select the most 
discriminating items from ten scales which have been used extensively in: 
experimentation conce!'ned w:i,th the recall of threateriing materials, It 
was assumed that the resulting scale.would bea more accuriate measure of 
individual ability to avoid threatening materials. The item which 
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exhibited the greatest discrimination. (''I am apt to take disappointments 
so keenly that I can't put them out ofmymind.")·supports.an appeal to 
content validity using the definition of repression for which the scale 
was ini.tiallyproposed. On the other hand, the magnitude of the 
intercor>relations between the Pt., .... MAS, A,_ i;l.nd the item analysis scales 
were as high as estimates of the reliabilities of the scales themselves. 
It cannot be denied that these four scales are measuring the same 
variable or variables, but the question remains as to whether it is 
repression or anxiety or both. A number of investigators (Child, 1954; 
Deese, Lazarus, & Keenan, 1953; Eriksen & Davids, 1955; Hilgard, 1953;' 
Truax, 1957) have sugge:;;ted that .anxiety scales measure how individuals 
defend themselves against anxiety, i.e., are measures of habit rather 
than motivation. In fact, Hilgard (1953) has concluded that an appeal 
to strong defensive or avoidance habits can effectively account for all 
of the data typically discussed within a .motivational framework. On the 
other hand, a number of studies have found a high relationship between 
tested anxiety and the independent:clinical determination of anxiety 
(e,g,, Buss, Weirier, Durkee,, & Bae:0:J· 1.955; Gieser & Ulett, 1952; 
Hoyt & Magoon .. , 1954; Kendt:all, 1954)/ Ev.fdence' that the item analysis 
scales are .indeed measUf>inf anxiety was .noted irt the analysH .6fr'the 
scores of the . reading ifilpf>bveineri:t. students.. It had 'been hypothesized. 
that students erlroi.:ted In te~d1i:ttttcJII1P:ro~.ernet1;.,ti c:attrse~ p.ossess 
sigr:iiflcantly .h'igl:J.er levels otr anxtte':tty: :than the students~ found in: :the 
Normative .study, Th:i.s' hyp~)'.tbesisi,:was baS.edi~eh the assumption that 
stlidenif's e.riroliling 1ti 'read.lng i#ipt>ovement· b.otins.es .· have c1 gr~ater fear 
.. of impending a:cedendc ~if£i:c11~t:t::ii,:r. A test: of: the rest1.1ts supported 
. ' ' ..... ,16, 
. 1:hi'.s~0·hypothesis .. 
On the basis of the above finding.s and inter>pretations it seems 
reasonable to conclude that anxiety·and the avoidance of threatening 
· materials are. concommitant variables .. Whether or not these two 
variables are inversely related, as .. the:re:;;ults seem to suggest, is 
stillverymuch open to investigation ... However, the findings of the 
present study seem to add support to this·interpretation. 
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As the· item·analysisscaleshave.been shown to account.for 
considerable test variance associated with· manife·st anx.j.ety, it .may be 
interpreted' that the. findings of_ the .. Normative study are· consistent with 
the results.- of· a. number of. similar .. investigations.· The· significant. 
difference between the.male.and.female means·a:nd the direction of this 
difference· is in.agreement with:the empirical finding .. that females 
typically-- score h.j.gher than '!Ilales .. on scales reflecting manifest anxiety 
(Bendig, 1954; Goodstein & Goldber.ger, 1955; : Jahnke, Crannell, & 
Morrissette,· 1964; Taylor., .1953.;: . Sar.ason, .196:1..; · Smith, Powell, & 
Ross, 1955) •.. · Moffitt and.Stagner_ (1956) h&ve interpreted the finding 
that.males and.females respond.differeptly to anxiety scales .by 
appealing to the cultural determination·of. females:as·more· anxious thaI?-
males. · J ahtlke, · Crannell, . and · Mori!! issette. ( 19 64) · examined . the 
possibility- that· th.e· sex differential; results,. at least. in part; because 
of a se,cbias· in· response. to certain:.items found in scales of this 
nature, These·investigators showed· that a number of items found on the 
MAS· were· biased· in favor of. males., while other i tenis were biased in 
favor· of. females,: ·· Their conclusion. was:.that no overall sex bias was 
re1;3ponsible for the difference.between:the male and·female means. This 
result .. is consistent with .the results of the pre·sent study which . 
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eliminated all se~bias by considering·separate male and female scales. 
Nevertheless, the distinctive difference between male and female means 
remained in evidence. 
Following the assumption that high anxiety was a natural phenomenon 
among hospitalized psychiatric patients, Taylor (1953) hypothesized that 
a group of psychiatric patients would exhibit heightened scores ori the 
MAS. A test supporting this hypothesis was reported (Taylor, 1953). 
Unfortunately, Taylor did not specify the procedure used in the 
selection of the patients. This·· study assumed that a random selection 
of hospitalized psychiatric patients would possess no differential 
personality characteristic, as a. system of defense should be independent 
of psychiatric classification •.. Although the· result_s tend to support 
this hypothesis, the means of the psychiatric patients were higher than 
the corresponding means found in the Normative study and nearly reached 
statistical signiticance. Confounding this result is that the 
psychiatric patients were predominantly·from New York City, while the 
Normative grioup were predominantly fr~m Oklahoma. Furthermore, all 
respondents were compelled to place th~ir name at the top of the answer 
sheet. While this procedure probably threatened all respondents t6 
some degree, it may have more extensively lnhibited one or the other 
group. Needless to sa.y, it appears .. that the level of anxiety maintained 
by a random sample of hospitalized psychiatric patients remains very 
much open to empirdcalverification. 
The,reason for the significant.decrease. in the scale parameters 
from the Defining study.to:theNoI'I!lative study is not readily understood. 
An appeal to differential adaptation levels may possibly hold an 
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explanation. · In the Defining· study,,: the· 70 items, as yet 
undifferentiated~· were part: of a .. 243.;,.item poo:L · These same 70 items 
were presented in absence of additional items·inthe Normative study. 
Quite possibly the adaptation. level maintained for all 243 items of the 
composite scale were higher than the.adaptation level maintained when 
the newly formed 70.;,.item scales were.presented alone, without support of 
additional "buffer'' items. However, an. app~al to adaptation level alone 
would seem to be insufficient in. interpreting the significant difference 
between the· male and fema_le. means. found in. the· Normative· study. This 
dilemma might be overcome if it. could be.shown that males and females 
maintain differing·levels of adaptation to items of the kind found in 
these scales. This contention is: not inconsistent with the .· 
inter.pvetation .of Moffitt-and:Stagner:(1956) made earlier in the paper 
that the cultural det_ermination of. females as more anxious than males is 
responsible for the typical finding that females.score higher than males 
on scales of anxiety. 
CHAPTER III 
STATEMENT-OF THE PROBLEM 
! ·' ' 
The current study is. primarily concerned with the interaction of . 
personality classification.associated.with the avoidance of threatening 
materials and· the induction. of three lev.els of threat upon words 
associat_ed and· not,:associated .with threat to self-esteem. 
Zeller's.three conditions:and:M.illimet's fourth condition for the· 
experimental demonstration of.rep:r>ession will comprise the procedures.of 
this study. They are as fbllows: ... 
1. Ss will be given the opportunity to learn a series of 
words. 
2. Upon completion of.the learning task,Ss will be subjected 
to a threatening .. situation. during which time they will 
come in contact with.a portion of the words they had· 
previously been.asked.to learn. 
· 3, · Ss willbeaskedto.recall the original word list. 
4. It must be. shown that:.the portion of words associated with 
t'h:reat are:differentially!."ecalled (enhanq;ed or lost) 1 when 
compared to the.words unassociated with threat. 
5., The sou,:,ce of the threatening situation will be removed, 
6. Ss will be asked. to ... r.ecall the OI'iginal word list. 
7:. Removal of the, threatening circumstances should I'estore 
·· those words to consciousness which had· not been retained 
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under the threatening~cir.cumstances. 
Usually in studies of this-nature.Ssare examined individually. 
This practice often leads.to. a-considerable. investment of time and, 
energy, not to mention the. increased .. probability of expe:r;i imenter bias. 
The. present study will examine,. six. Ss. during a single. experimental. 
session. In this manner the effects of group pressure may be used 
effectively to complement the induction.of threat. 
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Inglis' model. will beemployed.in.makingpredictions·concerning the 
Repression Stage of this study~ . Although. Inglis.' model -does not provide 
for the consideration of variables.sampled midway along a dimension this 
does not impose a major problem; the:. consideration of a moderate 
repressor group of Ss is a simple:extentionof the model, as is.the 
consideration of amoderate level of threat.(see Fig. 2). 
Hypotheses Repression Stage 
Under low threat conditions. (LT) Low Repressors (LR) are expected 
to recall.more non-threatening words than-threatening words, while High 
Repressors. (HR)are not expected to exhibit·any differential recall.of 
the wo;r>d-.sets. 
Under moderate· threat conditions· (MT)· HR", MR, and LR: are expected 
to recall more non-threateni_ng words than thz:,eateni_ng· words with MR 
exhibiti_ng the· h_ighest ratio. of r.ecall. 
Under· high· threa~; condi·t:ions: ... (HT.): HR· are· expected·.to· recall more 
.. non.,.threa.teni_ng ·words· than\' threatening:·.words, ·while: LR" are expected to 
r.ecall more· threatening than·: non,,..threatening words. 
MR are expected to exhibit. recall.ratios.for non:-threatening and 
threatening· words falling midway between the· r_ecali ratios of the LR 
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Figure 2. _An Extension of Inglis' Model for the Prediction 
of Recall o.f Non-Threatening and Threatening . 
Words Under Low, Moderate, and High Threat 
Conditions. 
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under LT' and· HT conditions, 
Hypotheses·Recovery Stage 
In. general,·· removal of the threatening circumstanc;;es . should enhance 
the·recall of the words expected.to be. lost during the Repression Stage 
of the experiment. If no differentiaL loss· was expected for .the 
word,-sets during the Repression Stage .. then no differential retrieval 
should occur during the Recovery Stage. More speeifically, the removal 
of the threatening circumstances.should: 
l. Restore non,-threatening_wordstoLR Ss under LT and MT, 
MR .§_s un,der LT. and MT,- HR- ~s under MT and HT. 
2. Restore threatening.wor.ds to LR Ss·under HT. 
3. Result. in no diffe:t;?ential retrieval of either word-set for 
HR Ss under LT and MR Ss under HT. 
CHAPTER IV 
METHOD 
$ubjects. Ss were drawn from a group . of 263 undergraduate women 
enrolled in introductory psychology . classes at Oklahoma State 
University, the vast majority of which were first-semester freshmen. 
Each person completed the Repression Scale (Millimet, 1967) and the 
Manifest Anxiety Scale (Taylor, 1953). 1 A multiple cut-off procedure 
was employed and 90 individuals were selected as Ss for further 
testi.ng. 2 Thirty of these Ss had scores falling at least one standard 
deviation below the mean of both scales which- assigned them to the 
classification of High Repressor (HR); . 30 .§_shad scores falling on or 
near the mean of both scales which assigned them to the classification 
of Moderate Repressor (MR); and, 30 Ss had scores falling at least one 
standard deviation above the mean of both scales which assigned them to 
the classification of Low Repressor (LR). 
Procedure and Materials. To complete the factorial arrangement the 
30 individuals composing each personality classification were randomly 
distributed into groups of 10 Ss and randomly assigned to three 
differential threat conditions: (a) Success, (b) Neutrality, and (c) 
1Millimet (1967) has found the correlation between the Repression 
Scale and the Manifest Anxiety Scale to be .920 (N = 100) and .913 
(N = 263). 
2The means and standard deviations were X = 28 ands= 12 and 
X = 18 ands= 8 for the Millimet and. Taylor Scales, respectively. 
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Failure. 
Upon arrival at the laboratory the .§_s were randomly assigned to six 
partitioned E;talls such that no. S.could see another, Although no 
attempt was made to physically stifle discussion (the stalls being open 
at front, rear, and above.), .§_s were informed. at the beginning of 
experimentation that discussion among them would not be necessary or 
permitted. The only verbal communication permitted during 
experimentation would be that delivered periodically by ~·with reference 
to general instruction and test results. In addition, .§_s were told a 
number (1-6), placed within an envelope on the desk before them, would 
act as a code·andpreface all verba,l:informationconcerning their 
individual performance, After seating, .§_s were told to open the 
envelope and view its contents. Ss were informed that with this 
information any aspect of their performance could be relayed to them 
while preserving their anonymity (see Appendix B). 
The stimuli were 20 five-letter A~frequency words (Thorndike & 
Lorge, 1944). The stimulus words were as follows: . TEETH, CLOTH, APPLE, 
ROUTE, CHAIN, SCORE, FRAME, SCALE, TITLE, MATCH, BIRTH, METAL, LEVEL, 
RANGE, NURSE.,. LIMIT, FENCE, GUEST, TRACK, and. BLOCK. 2 x 2-in. slides 
of the wo.rds were prepared and.projected on a screen. 6 ft. from ..§_ by a 
Kodak Carousel projector. There were three.different·random orders of 
presentation of the stimulus words. The only restriction placed on this 
randomization procedure was the successive alternation of the to-be 
threatening words and non-threateni.ng. words. It. was expected that the 
triree random orders of presentation and·the successive alternation of 
the stimulus words would help to minimize the serial position effect or 
J-curve that is often noted in this kind of learning s,itu.ation . 
...... 
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Two tests of 20analogies each with titles intended to induce.high 
motivation were designed by~ and were administered consecutively to 
each§.. following.appropriate instruction (see AppendixC). On each 
test only five of the first six analogies had correct solutions, while 
the remaining were specifically intended.to be ambiguous and 
frustrating. Ten of.the fifteen ambiguous.analogies, all of which were 
in the form A : B : : . C , had in the: C position .. a stimulus word 
---
chosen at· random from the original set of· 20.. The remaining ten words 
inthe.C position were common words intended not·to be discriminately 
different from other remainingwordsused in the analogies. 
Finally, after all preliminary instructions were read (see 
Appendix D), the slides were projected, one at a time, at 1-sec. 
intervals. Upon completion of·each presentation, Ss recalled on paper 
in any order they chose, the stimulus words·· list. Lea;r:ining trials, 
followed immediately by 60-,-sec. test. trials., were alternated until 
eight learning and eight recall trials·had.been reached. 3 After each 
written recall trial Ss placed the recall. sheet into a receptacle 
..,.. 
provided .for this pu;r,pose. This procedure attempted to minimize 
further explicit·rehearsa;L of the .word list. Each recall sheet was 
numbered so that comparisons could be made between original learning 
and later recall, 
Upon completion of the learning triials Ss were administered the 
test of analogies Form A for which a. 12minute t;i.me limit was given. 
Ss were told that the analogies test was.being used as a check against 
· their present college standing and a reflection of their intellectual 
3Previous experimentation (Millimet, · 1965) has shown that eight 
trials was the average number of trials for learning the word list. 
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capacity. A table of norms wasplaced·on the side of each stall 
allowing Storeadily compare his score with those scores expected for 
academic levels ranging fpom Fresqmen in high school to Senior in 
college (see Appendix E). 
At the end of the allottedtime§_s analogy tests were collected. 
Following a brief duration of time in.which~ pretended to grade the 
tests, Ss were· verbally informed. of their scores .. by .. use of the above 
mentioned code numbers. In actual fact, each§_ received·the same code 
number (4), When·test scores were recited aloud by~' each S was.led 
to believe that the·scores following.the code numbers 1, 2, 3, 5, and 
6, were distributed among his fellow Ss while his score was the one 
following code number 4. Yet, ~s 1, 2, 3, 5, and 6, like all test 
scores and norms, were fictitious.· In effect, each S was.receiving 
identical information, i.e., code number, test scores, test norms, and 
group pressure. 
At this point one of threethreat conditions was administered to 
each experimental group. It should be noted that the six ~s composing 
each group were randomly seleqted from the previously determined subject 
pool of High,·Moderate, and Law Repressor groups. This procedure was 
carriedout·in an attempt to minimize any experimenter bias present 
during the course·of the experiment. 
The three. threat conditions were as follows: 
(a) Success: I will now read your scores. Remember to listen for 
your code number. You might like to compare your score with 
the table of norms placed at the side of your desk .... Hmm, I'm 
sorry to say that five of you have only done moderately well, 
while the sixth has done exceptionally well. Here are your 
scores. Number one got 1,1. correct. As you can see, a score 
of 11 is usually made by a. lower senior in high school. 
Number two got 8 correct. A score of 8 is usually made by an 
upper sophomore in high School. Number three, like Number· one, 
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got 11 correct. Number four got 18 correct. Number.five got 
10 correct, And Number six got 12 correct. For your own 
informationyou may.wish to know what these scores mean. It 
has·been shown that people who score two or more years above 
their present college level find college much easier than 
mo.st students and· usually go on to do very well, People who 
score just about what is expected for their age and year 
level find about the average.number ofproblems and 
difficulties in college, while those people who score two or 
more years below their present college.standing usually find 
college exceedingly.difficult and many.have problems 
finishing. 
(b) Neutral: I will now read your scores. Remember to listen 
for your code number; ·You might like·to compare. your score 
with the table of norms placed at the side of your desk .... 
Hmm, I see that you all did sufficiently well. Here are your 
scores. Number one got.13 correct. As you can see, a score 
of 13 is usually made by a lower freshman in college. Number 
twb got 14 correct. A score of 14 is usually made by an 
upper freshman in college. Number three had 13 correct. 
Number four had ;L4 correct. Number five, like Number one and 
Number three, got 13 correct. · And Number six got 12 correct. 
As you can see, you all did pretty much the same and about 
what is expected for your class standing. 
( c) . Failure: I will now read your scores. Remember to listen 
for your code number.· You might like to compare your score 
with the table of norms placed at the side of your desk .... 
Hmm, I see that five of you did. very nicely while the sixth 
I'm sorry to say has not done as.well. Here are your scores. 
Number one got 15 correct. As you can see, a score of 15 is 
usually made by a lower sophomore in college. Number two got 
13 correct. A score of 13 is usually made by lower freshman 
in college. . Number three got .14 correct. Number four got 8 
correct.. Number five, like Number·.one got 15•. correct, And 
.number six got 13 correct. For your own information you may 
wish to know what these scores mean. It has been shown that 
people who score two or more years above their.present 
college level.find college much .easier than most.students and 
usually go.on to do very well. People.who score just about 
what is expected for their age. and year level find about the 
average number of problems and difficulties. in.college, while 
those people who .. score two. or. more years below their present 
college standing usually find college exceedingly difficult 
and many have ·problems finishing. · · 
Upon the completion of each.threat condition Ss. were told the 
following: 
I' 11 now give you. Form. K, an alternate .. form of the test that 
you have just completed. This·is simply a formality, a 
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reliability .cl"i,eck. on the. fhst.,,test. You may. notice tl").at many 
of:the same,items that appeared .. on. Forim A appear again on Form 
B, Only.the. stem of.these analogj,es will have changed, the 
four alternatives.will haveremained the same. Most people 
> usually-score just. about what they did the first time. I'm 
sure you will too!4 · 
Although all three_-groupi:; .of Ss were asked: to take the alternate 
form of the.analogies test their mental set wasprobably different. 
The "Failed" Ss were led to believe that they had.fallen far short of 
what was expected of them.· And, more importantly, that their esteem 
and academic futures were in jeopardy. The "Neutral" Ss were led to 
believe that they had·achieved no·more or no less than.was asked.of 
themand·were simply going through the:motion·of completing another 
harmless task. ·The "Successful" Ss, on the·other hand, were being 
given·theopportunity of taking an alternate form of a test that had 
already secured them high·esteem·and could only bring them to still 
greater heigllts. 
Again. ~s were gi ve.n a twelve minute time limit in which to 
complete the analogies. At this. time.the analogies were collected but 
not "scored," Ss were told only that their score on Form B was 
probably the·same as their score on Form A. 
4A question may be. raised.as. to .. the .. relevance,. of· .Form B of the 
analogies~. This,. procedure .is crucial and is. frequently missing from 
studies of this ·nature. It may be.·· seen that .. while in the mid.st of 
taking Form A Ss could .make. no accurate .. estimate of .. the quality of. 
their performance.. Failure. or success could .only be. guessed at by S 
p:dor to. E's pronouncement of the re.sults. When the results were 
announced-it was.hoped that the above mental sets.would be formed. But 
was the.formation of these mental.sets sufficient in achieving the 
desired result, that of associating .... the ten stimulus words t'ound on 
Form A with the induction of threat. Probably not. T.heriefore. it would 
seem. advisab.le .. to reintroduce the. ten .. stimulus. words in .such a manner 
as to bring them into .closer association with the ongoing mental set. 
In achieving this aim use. of Fot'lTI B se·emed desiriabie. · 
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At this point Ss were asked to recall the words that they had 
oriiginally been asked to learn. Again a 60-sec. time limit was given. 
After> completing this task, Ss were informed of·the true nature of the 
experimental procedures. They were told that the supposed scores they 
attaine.d on.,the analogies we!'e fals.ified and·they could. rest assured 
that in no.way.had.:i::heir·actuaLmental functioning been. indicated. 
Finally, Ss were asked to recall the . words·· they .. had previously learned. 
Before.leaving the laboratory,.§_s were asked to complete a brief 
questionnaire concerning their.perception and understanding of the 
experimental procequres (see Appendix F). 
CHAPTER V 
RESULTS 
The raw data used in the Repression.and. Recovery analysis are 
presented.in Appendix G. ·The mean number of words recalled by the 
Repressor groups, the mean number of words recalled at the low, 
moderate,· and high levels· of threat, and . the mean recall of threatening 
and non-threatening words for·these analyses are presented in Table VIII. 
Preliminary Analysis 
A Repeated Measu;oes.analysis of variance (Winer, 1962, PP: 337-348) 
performed on the total number of words .. recalled during learning ( see 
Table IX) shows that the wor.ds to-be. associated with .the analogies test 
( threatening words) were recalled. considerably better during the e.ight 
learning. trials .than the.wo;r,ds to,-be unassociated with the analogies 
test (non-threatening words) (F(1, 81) = 137.322, p<.001). Although the 
two sets of words were randomly selected from a list of words considered 
to be .comparable in frequency of occurrence, it is apparent that they 
significantly differ in associative strength and were not equally well 
learned. Furthermore, the Group$ x.Wordsinteracti6n was also 
stati~tically significant (F(2, 81) = 8.016, p<.001). 
Although a Repeated Measures analysis.of covariance would.seem to 
be appropriate for these da~a, a number of. investigators (Cochran, 1957; 
Evans & Anastasio, 1968; Winer, 1962) suggest that in a situation where 
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TABLE VIII 
ADJUSTED MEAN NUMBER.OF WORDS RECALLED 
AFTER INDUCTION.OF THREAT 
HR LT MT HT 
T 
Words 
. 4-\939!: · ii.:.a2s· - 1: :;5 .Oti:3 4. 999' ; 4. 'i3 7'':: c 
.ADJUSTED MEAN NUMBER .OF WORDS RECALLED 
AFTER REMOVAL· Of THREAT 
T 
HR LT MT HT Words 
5.045 4.785 5.133 4.850 4.748 
ADJUSTED CELL MEANS OF NUMEEROF WORDS 
RECALLED AFTER INDUCTION OF THREAT 
T NT 
Words Words 
LT 4.691 5.244 
.. 
. . 
MT 4.971 4.742 
. HT '4 .• 2'69 '5 ."142 
f 
LT 4.458 5.162 
MT 5.111 5.266 
.. 
·-
. -· 
:o,;t!!l!'J:r 
HT 4.574 5.284 
,. 
LT 4,586 4,808 
MT 4,970 5,199 
HT' 5,009 5,055 
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5.096 
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TABLE IX 
ANALYSTS OF VARIANCE-.FOR WORDS RECALLED 
· DURING LEARN.IMG . .( 20 ... WORDS) .. 
SOURCE df MS . ·'F 
BETWEEN Ss 89 
A (GROUPS) .2 128,33887 1.427 
B (THREAT) 2 187,07221 2.080 
AB 4 159.15554 1.769 
Ss w. GPS, 81 89.95368 
-
WITHIW'Ss. 90 
c (WORDS) 1 2856.04993 137.322 p«. 001 
AC 2 166. 7166.!+ 8.016 p <.001 
BC 2 6.81664 
ABC 4 36.18250 1,740 
c x Ss w. GPS. 81 20.79814 
TABLE x 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR WORDS RECALLED 
DURrNG LEARNING (14 WORDS) 
SOURCE df MS F 
BETWEEN Ss 89 
A (GROUPS) 2 166.39998 2.739 
B.(THREA't) 2 75.05000 1.235 
AB 4 136.02499 2.239 
Ss w. GPS. 81 60 .74628 
WITHIN Ss 90 
C (WORDS) 1 0. 27222 
AC 2 104. 42222 4.863 p<.01 
BC 2 44.93888 2.093 
ABC 4 32.76352 1.526 
C x Ss w. GPS. 81 21.47468 
intact groups are being considered and the difference between the 
covariate means is large then the treatment-covariate correlation will 
be large and a covariance adjustment of these data is statistically 
unsound. 
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Upon examining the data more closely it was determined that the 
high rate of recall for the words BIRTH, NURSE, and APPLE of the to-be 
threatening words and the low rate . of recall for the words SCALE, ROUTE, 
and MATCH of. the to-be non-threatening. words were directly responsible 
for the large difference between the covariate means. It was decided 
to eliminate these words from further consideration, reconsider the 
covariate and variate means in the absence of these words, and perform 
the appropriate analyses. 
After the six words were removed an analysis of variance was again 
performed on the total number of words recalled during .learning (see 
Table XI) . As had been expected .the main effect of Words was no longer 
statistically significant (F<l). However, further inspection of Table 
XI indicates that the Groups x Words interaction, although reduced in 
magnitude ., remains statistically significant (F(2, 81) = 4.863, p<. 05). 
The use . of a covariance analysis again seems to be appropriate. 
It has been shown (e.g. Evans & Anastasio, 1968) that if the 
assumption of homogeneity of between~group . and within-group regression 
is tenable then the treatment-covariate correlation will be small and 
the use of an analysis of covariance would be appropriate . For the 
present data, the between-group and within-group regressions (.129 and 
. 109, respectively) were not found to be significantly different (t(Z) 
= 0.698, p>.50). Now that the covariate means are fixed and the 
assumption of homogeneity of between- and within-group regression is 
SOURCE 
BETWEEN Ss 
A (GROUPS) 
B (THREAT) 
AB 
Ss w. GPS. 
WITHIN Ss 
C (WORDS) 
AC 
BC 
ABC 
c x Ss w. GPS. 
SOURCE 
BETWEEN Ss 
A (GROUPS) 
B (THREAT) 
AB 
Ss w. GPS, 
WITHIN Ss 
C (WORDS) 
AC 
BC 
ABC 
c x Ss w. GPS. 
TABLE. XI .. 
ANALYSIS. OF .. COVARIANCE-.FOR- WORDS RECALLEP 
AFTER INDUCTION- OF THREAT 
.df 
88 
2 
2 
4 
80 
89 
1 
2 
2 
4 
80 · 
MS. 
1.41245 
3.91265 
2.31683. 
1. 01856 
5.77227 
0.01383 
1.03413 
0.73333 
1.12300 
TABLE. XII 
F 
1,387· 
3.841 
2.275 
5.140 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE.OF DIFFERENCE SCORES 
FOLLOWING REMOVAL-OF THREAT INDUCTION. 
df MS F 
89 
2 0.28889 
2 0.57222 
4 1,305.56 1.838 
81 0,71049 
90 
1 0.00556 
2 0.62222 
2 0.03889 
4 0.40555 
81 0.83395 
p<.05 
p<.07 
p<.05 
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tenable the use of an analysis of covariance on the revised data is 
advisable. 
Repression Analysis· 
The results of the analysis of. covariance. (Winer, 1962, pp. 
606.,..618) of threatening and non,-threatening:words recalled .. after threat 
induction are .. presented in Table. XII.. Examination. of· these results 
show that: the· main effect· of· Words·: is· statistically significant ( F( 1; 
80):; 5.14-0,P<.03) .. Inspection.of Table.VIII shows that more 
non,-threatening:.wqrds. than threatening: words: were: recalled after threat 
induction. Themainef:f;'ect of.threat induction is also statistically 
significant ( F( 2, 80) :; 3. 841, p<. 03), but .interpretation of this 
· variable. should: not be discussed independently .of. the Repressor. groups 
as the,Groups::x: Threat Induction interaction approaches statistical 
sign:ificance ( F( 4, 80) :; 2. 27 5, p:<. 07). .. The profile corresponding to 
this. interaction effect is shown. in Fig •. 3.. Inspection of this profile 
and the adjusted.threat induction.means in.Table VIII indicate .that MR, 
under. MT., .. exhibit· the··· largest total. number .of words recalled. The main 
source .. of interaction, it may be seen,. resides in the differential 
recall. of HR and LR. under HT and. LT conditions; .. HR recalled more words 
under HT than.under LT,:while LR recalled.more words under LT than 
under HT.. . Tests. of these simple .effects,· however·, resulted in 
nons,ignifican.ce: for each· effect ( F~1·. in all. cases) . This disturbing 
development·: is not: easily. undexistood:.: :. For: whatever reason, the simple 
effects are .not s_ignificant when considered. separately, but when 
considered~togetherin,the overall interaction·the effect approaches 
. ' . ' . 
statistical significance. 
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In or>der to support the hypotheses made prior to the experiment it 
was necessary to find statistical s.igni£icance for the Groups x Threat 
Induction x.Words interaction. Examination of Table XI indicates that 
the three-factor interaction is not statistically significant (F<1). 
However, as a.number·of comparisons.were, planned prior to the 
experiment, fw,ther examination of the cell means is appropriate . 
. Comp.a:t'.'isonswere made between the:adjusted mean number of·threatening 
and non-threateping words rec.alle.d fo:v each of. the nine Between Ss 
treatmen~ combinations found in Tabl.e,VIIL Except for.the HR-LT 
comparison and MR""HTcomparison in which the hypothesis was that of no 
difference between means, the direction of the mean differences had 
been predicted for:all·comparisons .. Hence a one..,tail test was used for 
the latter comparisons, while a two-tail. tes,t_ was used for the former> 
comparisons. The. application. of. a . Least Significant Difference. (LSD) 
statistical technique (Steel & Torrie,1960, pp. 106-107) resulted in 
three statistically s1gnificant·.comparisons: MR-LT (p< ,025); LR-LT 
(p<.05); MR..,HT (p<.05). Examination of Table VIII shows that more 
non-threatening.words than·threa:tening·words-were recalled in each of· 
the statistically significant comparisons. As noted above, however, the 
e~pectation fo;r, the MR-HT compa:r;ison, unlike the MR-LT and LR.-LT 
comparisons,·was that of no difference·between.means of the two 
word-sets. Similarly, the: LR-,HT .comparis.on exhibited the largest 
difference between the threatening ·,and: non.,.,threatening m~ans ( p<. 01) , 
but the.hypothesis could not:be.suppp:r:itedbecause a·one-tail test had 
been employed .. and the prediction was·. in the· opposite direct ion • 
. In summary,, only three of the. nine hypotheses were supported, This 
includes the HR,-,LT comparison (p>:.05) ·· for which no difference between 
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the word,-,sets was expected. In addition .to this lack of support for the 
hypotheses of the study, the MR-HT comparison was found to be 
statistically significant although no difference between the word-sets 
had been expected. Moreover, the LR-HT comparison was found to be 
statistically significant in thed.:i.rection opposite to the hypothesis. 
It may be noted, however, that the trend for five of the seven one-tail 
comparisons was in the predicted direction. 
Recovery Analysis 
The response measure used in the analysis of the recovery data was 
the difference score obtained for each~ subtracting separately for 
th~eatening and non-threatening words, the number of words recalled 
after threat induction from the nu.mberof words recalled after the 
removal of threat induction. The results of a Repeated Measures. 
analysis of variance (Winer, 1962, pp. 337-349) of these data are 
presented in Table XII, .As in the Repression Analysis it was necessary 
to find statistical significance for the Groups x Threat Induction x 
Words interaction in order to find support for the hypotheses. However, 
inspection of Table XII reveals no significant main effect or 
interaction, As in the Repression Analysis, it is appropriate to 
perform al;L preplanned comparisons regardless of the nonsignificant 
three-factor interaction. As before, an LSD statistical technique was 
employed to test the difference scores for threatening and 
non-threatening words for eaeh of the nin,EJ Between S:i treat'frierti± 
combinations< It was expectedtha:t each comparison would exhibit an 
increase in •recall for the type :of words. expected to be lost during the 
R;epress..i,6ri S·tctge oJ tt~~ exper.f:rnetit·. Conversely, if no loss had been 
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expee.,.t:$'.d:,"in Repression then no gain should be expected in Recovery. 
The analyses showed that none of the comparisons were statistically 
significant (p>.05 for all nine comparisons). Of course, by virtue of 
these results the hypothesis of no difference for the HR-,LT and LR-MT 
comparisons would seem to find support, but in light of the 
nonsignificant results found for the seven comparisons for which the 
direction of the difference had been hypothesized it would seem 
inadvisable to overstate the meaningfulness· of these nonsignificant 
comparisons. 
Questionnaire Analysis 
A Chi-,square technique (Seigel, 1956, p. 175-179) was applied to 
the responses to questions 1 and 2 of the questionnaire completed by .§_s 
following the completing of the experiment. Question l was concerned 
with the degree of relief or disturbance experienced by . .§_ after being 
informed of his score on the analogies test. The analysis showed 28 of 
the 30 Ss in the high threat condition (Failure) were very much 
disturbed by the infopmation that they had·done very poorly on the 
analogies test, while 26 of the 30 Ss in the low threat condition 
(Success) were very much relieved by the information that they had done 
very well on the analogies test. T_wenty-seven of the 30 Ss in the 
moderate threat condition (Neutral) tended.to endorse statements lying 
midway between very much relieved and very much disturbed. The analysis 
of these data was highly significant (x2 = 32.60, df = &, p<.001). A 
second analysis indicated that the LR, MR, and HR groups did not 
significantly differ in the experience of relief or disturbance 
following the announcement of their scores·on the analogies test 
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(x2 = s .. fr5, df = s, p>.Bo). 
Question2 was concerned with.the degree.to:which:Sswere deceived 
by. the experimental procedures .. · The results show that 76 of the 90 Ss 
were considerably.deceived::by:tbe·:.experimentaLprocedures. ( x2 =. 105. 33, 
df ...... 3., p:<. 00.1) ., .. while neither Ss: in. the Repress or groups ( x 2 = 1. 19, 
df .. 6, p>. 90) nor. the Ss in the threat conditions ( x 2 = 2. 45, df = 6, 
. p>. 85). were differentially affected .. and,:: thus, .were equally deceived. 
_Question 3 was concerned with:§_s:.degree.of awareness of the ten 
. stimulus words circulated throughout:the analogies·test. Seventy of 
the 90 .. Ss .reported that they.were .. unaware of the presence of these 
words.. A binomial test of these data. was. highly significant ( Z = 
5.296, p:<.000003), while neither .Ss in.the Repressor groups (x2 = 3.21, 
df = 2, p>.20) nor the Ss in the threat conditions (x2 = 2.44~ df = 2, 
p>.30) were differentially aware of the presence of these words. 
CHAPTER VI· 
DISCUSSION 
In.light. of the generally unfavorable results, it would seem 
advisable. to examine several aspects of the experimental des_ign and· 
statistical procedures before questioning.,the merit of. the theoretical 
position.being_conside:red in·this study~ .. This: dlgression considers the 
.objection that the results are.afunction of methodological.error 
rather than a. function of.· the· independen_t variables. 
One of.the conditions to be.met.in the demonstration of repression 
requireg. that the personality groups .... not be sign.i.fi.cantly different in 
their. ability,. to. l_earn. In the present. study,. the HR, MR, and LR groups 
were each allotted eight trials to.learn the stimulus word list, but 
this procedure did not, in itself, guarantee.equivalent levels of 
. learni_ng~ ... Unfortunately, the word-sets were not equally well learned, 
irrespective .. of. p~rsonality classificat:ion.:.. This problem was handled by 
.eliminating.from. consideration three woxids.f;r,om-each word-set. This 
procedure.,. however, did not eliminate the . s_ignif icant Groups x Words 
interaction •. : Although the. correction fixed·· the associative stre_ngth of 
. the .covariate, .. it. apparantly. failed:.to:. corirect some. other aspect of 
. learni_ng .. responsible for the s_ignif icant. interact ion . 
. . It ·is_ .. generally accepted. that the :·.two. variables ·most· apt to affect 
serial learni_ng._.are .. associative. stre_ngth .and: intralist similarity. If 
this presumption· is allowed·. then the occurrence of the ·s_ignificant 
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interaction is nqt surprising. Although the precise.relationship is 
still unclear, there is·some evidence that a relationship exists between 
repression and anxiety. Several investigc1t9rs (e.g. Lucas, 1952; 
Montague, 1953) have shown that low anxiety.Ssrecall more words of high 
intralist similarity,.while high.anxiety .e_s recall more words of low 
intra1istsimilarity. In light of the.relationship between repression 
and anxiety., the level of anxiety maintained by .e_s could certainly 
account.for the Groups x Words interaction .. The significant interaction 
did not present a serious probl.em as an.analysis of covariance was used 
to adjustthe criterion scores forthis.initial learning bias . 
. It seemed clear that. an analysis. of:. covariance. based on. such a 
large difference between the.covariate.means .was.statistically unsound. 
and would have .. led to. a severe reduction in .. sensitivity in testing 
treatment. eff.ects. ··. For this reason the: use of an analysis of covariance 
on the .. data as collected was eliminated: from consideration. Having 
exhaustedall other·alternatives it was.decided to equate the covariate 
means by eliminating an equal number. of words from. each word-set. 
Ce:rta,inlythis is non-conventional.experimental procedure and its affect 
on the remaining. words ineach.word,..set. is difficult to assess, but. 
this procedure seemed to present the only workable alternative. As the 
same·numberof words were eliminated from·each word-set, it was 
hypothesized that the resultant effect·of their·removalwould be an 
unbiased: influence· on the remaining .. words of the two sets of words. 
Because .. this contention cannot. be stated with any high degree of 
assurance,· conservatism in the interpretation of the results of this 
study is recommended, 
It must be shown that the HR,. MR, and LR groups did not benefit · 
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differentially from rehearsals_ of either the threatening or 
non,-threatening words. After the -eight learning trials- were completed 
_§_s never again received formal presentation of_ the 20 stimulus wends. 
Because their time was filled .with other tasks, _§_shad little 
opportunity to engag~ _ in conscious . impiici t -rehearsa.ls after the 
criterion of learning had been .. reached. However, it may be argued that 
the subsequent presentation of the 10 stimulus words on the test of 
analogies may . have significantly increased their habit strength. While 
this may be true, all three groups were . given the same opportunity for 
rehearsal, and, of course, _§_s could not anticipate that their recall of 
words would ever be required later. Further; the level of awareness 
maintained by~ is of prime importance. If the majority of _§_shad 
readily .identified the stimulus words, as they appeared on the test of 
analogies, as the same words which partially composed the 20 stimulus 
word list, such awareness could lead to added rehearsals and higher 
degree of learning of these words . Moreover, such an occurrence would 
serve to counteract any loss of retention attributable to repression. 
In addition, it was . necessary to independently assess the degree of 
threat . experienced by _§_s during the -Repression Stage of the experiment. 
If threat induction was insufficient in arousing in ~s the necessary 
emotion to be associated with the threatening and non-threatening words, 
then a vital condition of Inglis' model would be violated and the 
resultant effects would be inconclusive and subject to qualification. 
Similarly~ _if ~shad seen through the falsified information conveyed to 
them. during . the course of the experiment, the approprtate mental set 
would have . been lost and the resultant · effects would be clouded and, 
again, subject to qualification. For these reasons, Ss were questioned 
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beforeleavingthe laboratory about.theirawareness.of the appearance of 
the ten stimulus words. on the. test. of analogies,. their. emotional 
reaction upon. hearing their score on the test of analogies, and their 
awareness of the true nature of the experimental proceedings .. The 
. results· clearly indicate that ... Ss reported. no:. awareness. of. the presence . 
. of the stimulus words on the .test. of. anal_ogies,. Of .course., there is no 
defense. against the· argument that. learning~ can .. be imprgved by practice 
without:awareness,butasthe.time limitfor:completingboth forms of 
the test of analogies. was .. the.same~ for~the .. three Repressor. groups it is 
doubtful. that any gr.oup could have. differentially bene:fitted. Neither . 
were ~s instructed.to learn or remember:any.of.thewords appearing on 
the.test. forms.; If. some learning.of. these.words. did.occur, it _would 
. have: been under incidental .. learning. conditions. which. in the." case of the 
present. study were probably, not well,-suite.d for. learning. Moreover, 
it was. the non~thneatening words: whickwere. retained. A position 
· emphasizing:habit: strength ·.would predict that threatening words would 
be.retained by virtue of.their.added appearance. 
The !'esuits also. indicated that·. the induction of threat was 
_ effecthrely. administe.red: and. that ~s: reacted with .the. expected amount· 
ofdisturbance:and relief. Inaddition,:tbe.r>esults showed that Ss 
were effectively deceived by the experimentaLproceedingsand that the 
three.Respressorgroupswereequally deceived .. These results and those 
.. previously: stated reflect .. the effectiveness. of. the experimental 
operations:. . In .. summary, .all: possible .. sources. o.f methodological bias 
have.been.considered and that the resultsa!'ebest interpI'eted as a 
function of ... the·· independent variables ..... 
·while it is clear' that the major hypotheses of the study have not 
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found statistical support,.the reason for this.disco;r>da.nce. is difficult· 
to assess ... Cronbach and: Meehl (1955). suggest· three. sources. of error 
that ma,y.:be. considered. in the attempt. at reconciling a .. discrepancy 
between pr~diction and result: 
. 1 •... The. test does not measure .. the. construct variable . 
. . 2 ... The theoretical network which generated the hypothesis is 
incorrect. 
3. The experimental design failed to test.the hypothesis 
properly. 
The Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale.and.the Millimet Repression 
Scale.were used in.a multiple cut,-.off.procedure in the selection of Ss 
for this study. Although originally devised to estimate Drive, a 
. motivational. variable, the Taylor Scale. has been shown to reflect an 
associative dimension in the.presence 0£ noxious stimulation or 
stressful information. .While the.Taylor. Scale. was derived by a 
rational approach., the Millimet. Sea.le. was. derived .by an empirical 
approach; .... Taylor selected items cansensua.lly.;believed to reflect 
manife.stanxiety, while Millimet. selected items bas.ed .. on statistical 
item.analysis .. procedures. performed. on. a 243-item pool. The ten scales 
completing .. the .. pool had. been shown .. to be .. extensively used in numerous 
studies. concerned. with the recall. of. threatening. materials. Altho_ugh 
· these approaches are quite dissimilar., .. they: apparently have led to the 
measurement.of.the·same construct~ As noted. earlier, the correlation 
. coefficient fc;>r. these scales .has. been. found .. to be approximately . 92 . 
. While there· is. no defense against the. a_rgument that these two scales may 
be.measuring a construct other than the one presently uno.er ·.,;:,1:ii,1.v:'.·,.: 
consideration, evidence cited.earlier in the study renders considerable 
support for the position that.the scales reflect a dimension of 
differential forgetting of threat~ningmaterials. 
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As. Inglis'. model has not received .. very. much. attention in the 
experimental literature, it is difficult to. assess .the: merit of the 
theoretical. position being advanced.· in: this study,.. Moreover~ Eysenck's 
.. theory in. general· has. failed to. inspire .. experimental· psychology in the 
United States. · Ingl.is va.liantly att.empts to: secure support for the 
model by .citing:. numer.ous studies in. which .the. results are consistent 
with· the predictions of the model, bu:t:·whose. investigators had not. 
considered~ the model in the design. of·: their. experdments. Al though 
thes.e post·hoc: interpretations .. are. interesting.,, the model must find 
direct empirical support before anymeaningful conclusion·concerning 
its efficacy .. may be. mad~. 
Clearly, the present study.did not find statistical supporit for, 
Ingl,is' model.. Iri light of having,.already: accepted. :the efficiency of 
the perisonality tests and the experimental, des.ign · employed. in this 
study one seems compelled to. cast doubt·:on the theoI'etical position 
advanced ·.prior to experiimenta:tion .. · . Pe~haps: this ·conclusion is too 
. broadly .stated.. Cronbach and. Meehl. (1955) .. contend that· a modification, 
rather than a. comp;Lt3te revision of a th.eoretical position; may preserve 
a considerable amount of worthwhile theoretical mateJ;""ial. So, in an. 
attempt at preserving: the major. hypotheses of. Inglis I model, the notion 
of.boundary.conditions.will be ccnsider.ed~. · Interestingly; the.ensuing 
discussion of:.boundary. capditions. will. primc;1.rily consider aspects of 
··. the experimental· des.ign ratheI' than .compone.nts· of the model itself • 
. Kris, a psychoanalyst~ and:.an:outspoken critic of:the·e:x:perimental 
approach to.· the . understandi.ng of psychoana~ytic theory, argues that a 
considerable amount of time andenergyiis:wasted in attempting to 
approximate. in the· laboratory. the. dangers; '..real or imaginary, that 
befall. ~q1,. individual :and cause. him: to. defend .himself. against· (say) 
mounting Oedipal_ anxiety. Moreover,. Kris .. (.194 7, p. 255) takes the 
position. that.repression. is·. perhaps~the· least likely psychoanalytic 
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. proposition to.: find support in the laboratory: · "The limitations of the 
. laboratory: to quasi needs and quasLdangers. s.eriously restrict the area 
of .. propositions that can be: experimentally verified. In fact, up to the 
present:, ... experimental approaches· have ... been· more successful in dealing 
with (other) .. propositions than they have been with propositions 
. concerning.repression." 
Assuming that the criticisms·of.Krishave some foundation one must 
question the eff.ecti veness of the· threat variable employed in this 
study. While.it has been independently.shownthat·Ss experienced 
heightened emotional disturbance at the. high·. level of threat and relief 
at the low .. level of threat, it .does. not necessarily follow that the 
.procedures:.used:in.the experiment.introduced an effective upper and 
lower limit of threat with moderate threa.t. falling. midway. between these 
. extremes.. Althougli the failure condition was perceived by Ss as more 
. disturbing than the neutral and success conditions, it may not have been 
sufficiently.severe as to brlng about the:expected defensive reaction. 
If itis.acceptedthattheprocedure.used to induce high threat was not 
sufficient in arousing the desire.defensive:reaction, then·it may also. 
be· a_rgued: that this: procedure, rather. than: being compJ..etely 
inappropriate, .wae simply mislabeled:and .. might: have better represented 
a moderate.· or. even a low. threat condition. If this was. truly the 
situation the results 'of the experiiment are not as damaging to the 
hypotheses as origi:nallyindicated. Examination.of·the three-factor 
summary table presented in Table VIII andthe:results of the LSD 
analysis. made on the difference. between: the i number .. _ of. threa teni_ng and 
non-threatening:words.recalled.by.tbe.LR, M~.and.HR:groups.at the. 
"high" level of threat reflects the: precise. pattern. of.: recall expected 
. :·_,;.. 
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at the lowthreat.condition.ofinglis!:model. That'is, at'the lowthreat 
condition the HR group is . expected. to: recall as .. many threatening words 
as non.,-threateni.ng: words,. the MR: group. is. expected to recall 
significantly more non~thveateni_ng: words: than· threateni_ng. words, and the 
LR grioup is. e:x:peqted. to. ziecalL still .. more; non,-threatening words than 
threateni_ng:words ... · The: LSD~ analysis. showed. that the. difference between 
the word,-sets. for the. HR. group. was .. negligible. (. 046., p>. 90), the 
difference for the MR group:·was: considerably; greater. (. 710, p< .05), and 
the difference forthe:LR:group_~greater.still. (.873, p~.01) .. Of course, 
a number oflooseassumptions.and.posthoc:interpretations had to be 
made:before reachi_ng: this .. concJ..usion .. · .. It must. be. rec:ognized that the 
initial hypotheses are: still: very. much::open:. to .. question. 
Tbe,_reason: for: selecti_ng: a~ relatively. weak h.igh~ threat condition 
was; not. uninte:otionaL .. In: an:: earlier: study: performed:: by the writer 
(Millimet., 1965) .an experimentaLdesign:, similar: to. the. one presented in 
· this study,. was. employed.· Rather: than: considering: six Ss during an · 
experimental·session, the. writer .. worked. with· one S at: a time. Although 
the procedure was: time: consumi.ng, .. it allowed: the writer to· monitor and 
channel. the. developi_ng: dial:ogue. of ~··.: In: effect:, .. the writer. was 
· probing .§_- for meaningful.,. personal. life.: experiences. for. which the poor 
. showi_ng on the.: test: of analogies~ coulc;L be. associated. !nevi tably S 
would call.to.mind long· forgotten:scenes·of·past·failureand, with the 
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aid.of the:writer, attribute them.:to.lowered .. intelleGtual capacity. In 
this mallner,: §_. was: forced .. to face.the: fact: thathe may·.not successfully 
. complete·:. his:. c;:ol1ege: education.. . While .this~.procedure was· ... most effective 
in achieving:.the desired level .. of: high:.threat; · it. led to· a number of 
:. distu;l'.'bing. events.· .. For:. example,. one hostile:.male S threatened the 
writer: with. physicaLviolence .should he make known the results of the 
test ofanalogies.. Far less.comical. was the .boy who became mute for 
some minutes before slowly regaining .his:normal pattern of·speech, or 
. the girLwho broke down and'. cried ... at length; The .presence of tears at 
this point in the experimentwas·not.uncommon, but in.this instance S 
had .. been informed., earlier that same: day:.by the. university counseling 
service,. that her intellectual capacity was; indeed, .lower than most 
college students. The negative. test:. results.,. by this time all too real 
and unrelenting, .. were too much for her to .bear .. 
. Needless.to say,· any investigator.is.expected to.maintain the 
highest. ethicaLstandards of. his profession. Unfortunately, in . 
respecting. these. standards the. probabili:ty .. for. finding support for the 
hypotheses .. under. consideration is often significantly. reduced. However, 
events. like these mentioned above:.were .. enoµgh to make the writer realize 
.thatattainingpositive experimelltal:results.was·not worth the risk of 
inflicting.permanent psychological injury .. With this in. mind the high 
threat. condition: was· purposely .. modified; 
... Not ":.all the. results are .. as.:. unclear .. as, those . discussed. above. In 
. fact, .. the.: results of the Between §_s Repression: analysis .lend support to 
a .. nurnber ... of ... rnajor. theoretical positions .. : ... Before directly. considering 
these.results ... it .. becomes .. necess.ary. to ... view the· Repressor group~ as 
possessing differing amounts of manifest anxiety. As Sswere selected 
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on the. basis of .. the Taylor Manifest .Anxiety Scale and the Millimet 
Repression Scale, a .. scale known to be:highly correlated .with the Taylor 
Scale, .it .. does not seem unreasonable:to. make this distinction .. While 
there. is some. evidence that repression and anxiety are inversely related 
. (Eriksen &.:.Davids:,. 1955;. Truax, 1957). it .. would· p·erhaps be. premature to 
make a final. commitment to. this: provisional .. proposition. Nevertheless, 
: as. the LR Ss. were selected from the high.end· of the. two. scales their 
classification.would be High Anxiety (HA) and, conversely, the HR .§_s, 
selected.from the low.end of. the two scales, would be classified as Low 
Anxiety (LA}. The MR .§_s, selected from.the·middle region of the two 
scales,.would be classified as.Moderate.Anxiety (MA). With.these 
distinctions in mind,the results show.an.inverse relationship between 
level .. of. anxiety .and degree of. threat: . HA .§_s recalled a greater number 
of words under.low threat than under high:threat,whereas LA ~s recalled 
a greater .. number. of words. under:.high:.threat. than: und.er low threat . 
. However:, the greatest number of. words.were.recalled by MA Ss under 
moderate threaL Inspection. of Fig~.- 3 ... leads. to the· unmistakeable. 
conclusion that the riesultsmost accurately confor>mto an inverted-U 
. function •.. 
The. invertedccU hypothesis was .. initially .. developed by. Yerkes and 
. Dodson. ( 1908) in one of the earliest experimentally-based statements of 
relationship.between driveandlearning.(Levitt, 1967, p. 117). 
Essentially, the Yerkes,,..Dodson Law .. considers the relationship between 
drive and.learning to be curvilinear •.. Low levels of drive do not 
readily. facilitate performance, .. presumably: because this level of 
.. motivation .. is.· insufficient ... in maintaining .. the. desired .. activity. 
Performance is·.:. also negatively affected at· high levels of drive, 
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presumably because of the com;iderable amount of interferience associated 
with a high motivational state. The level of drive which is expected to 
lead to optimal performance whould be found somewhere in the middle 
range of the drive continuum. The Lawbecomes·somewhat more complicated 
with the consideration of task complexity. When the task is simple the 
optimal level of drive will be higher than when the task is complex. 
In developing his Activation theory, Malmo (1957, 1958, 1959) has 
essentially adopted the Yerkes,-Dodson Law.and the inverted-U function. 
For Malmo, performance is assumed:to:increase with increasing activation 
up to some optimal.point, afterwhichfurther increasesin activation 
hinder performance ... Furithermore~ the optimal motivation level of S 
varies inverselywith the difficulty of the task. 
The•· implicati.on .of Malmo' stheorizing concerning::the variables of 
psychological·stress:andtest .. defined.anxietyare clear. The 
introduction of stressful instructions wilL increase the .. total amount of 
motivation for any.§_, regardless of his level of anxiety. Performance 
will be most effective.as the combinations of stress and anxiety 
approc;1ch the-optimal level.of motivation (which is determined by the 
complexity. of. the task under> consideration) .. As· the varying combinations 
of stress and.anxiety begin to surpass.or fall below the optimal level 
the effect will be. a reduction in. the quality- of performance. 
Spence and Spence (1966) have criticized advocates of the 
inverted--U hypothesis in their use of.the.Taylor Scale as a measure of 
drive or. arousal level. __ Spence.and Spence. insist that experimentation 
in which the experimental design.consists of comparing the perforil:lance 
of low and. high anxiety. Ss in low .. and high stress· situations, with the 
. - . 
expectation that low anxiety Ss in the low·stress condition and high 
anxiety -·.§.s··· in the high stress condition wilLperform: less effectively 
than Ss in .. the. remaining two combinations of anxiety and stress, is 
.insufficient.inputtingthe.inverted,;.,Uhypothesis to a.test. 
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A number.of verballearning.studies:(Gordon & Berlyne, 1954; Lucas, 
.. 1952; ... J:{icholson.,. 1958; Sarason., 1956,. 1957a., _1957b; ... Spielberger & 
Smith,1966; .Walker, 1961) have found that stress induced by 
ego""involvingor.failure. instructions.retarded.the.perfor'lllance of HA Ss . 
. The performance of:Lk ~s:, on the other. hand:, .improved with the 
introduction of stress conditions.. As Spence .and. Spence point out, 
however.,.nostudy has reached.the literature.in.which moderate anxiety 
. and moderate stress have been effectively employed in- testing the 
inverted,,.,U hypothesis. Clearly, the present study,.in making use of 
these variables,. has. found .. support for. the. inverted-,;.,U. hypothesis. 
Interestingly., these results. are also compatible .with the Hull-Spence 
formulation of driveandperformance .. Unlike Malmowhodiscusses the 
empirical findings in terms of the inverted:...U function and an optimal 
leveLof motivation,· Spence discusses the.results in.terms of response 
interference (Spence & Spence, .. 1966). Child (1954) and Mandler and 
Sarason(1952}.have made.similari.!'esponse intey,ference interpretations . 
. The .Hull;,.Spence theory conside·rs. two: types of tasks: simple tasks; 
and. complex. tasks .. · Simple .. tasks .are noted. by a lack. of competition 
. among ... the. leartiable elements,· whereas .. complex, tasks a!'e characterized 
by a high. de.gvee of competition. among the : learnable elements. High 
drive .--should lead to superior. performance on . simple or noncompeti tional 
tasks, while low. drive should lead to supevior pey,formance on complex 
o!' competitionaLtasks. Clearly, the Hull-Spence theo!'y and Malmb's 
theory predict thatpe!'formance will vary inversely with task 
difficulty when difficulty is defined in terms·· of the degree of 
intratask response competition (Goulet, 1968). 
It was not too;:,many years ago (Zeller.,..1950b,,. 1951) when it was 
sufficient.to. find. a,significant .. diffeJ:>.,ence~:between the recall of 
threat.ening::and neutraL.materials~as,.the: lone: condi tio.n. in concluding 
that ~epression'. had. been .. effec:tively .. demonstnated. If .. this 
understanding:.was:,still• present.then. c,ertainly, the: .. major· .. conclusion of 
· this: s:tudy, would be.:.statistica:i.sup.p.ortf:or.: the:.hypothesis. The 
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.. sta:tis:tically. s:ignifican.t. Words .. variable., .. :coupled with. ~s. naivete 
concerning .. the_: .. presence of. the•stimulus .. words on the test of analogies, 
. would have been sufficient. evidence_ to. support.the hypothesis . 
. Unfortunately.,_ all these results. now show is some evidence for the 
conclusion that,,. in general.,, ~s~ tend.to avoid. threatening materials. 
Furthermore,,.as no recovery.of .• these words:..took. place,, .. the results may 
not be<. attributed. to .. personality .. adaptation, but rather to some aspect 
of learning belpw.the level of conscious awareness. 
CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY 
An. attempt .. to demonstrate. repression was made by .. adding a fourth 
condition~.to :the paradigm. proposed:.by; Zeller~.( 1950a). Predic.tions 
concerning. the. expected results. were generated from a .. model proposed by 
Inglis: (1961).,. based_ on:. Eysenck.'s extraversion,-introbersion dimension . 
. .. _.Ss .. were .. sel.ected in terms. of High.:Repression, .Moderate Repression, 
and Low .. Repression,. as .·defined .. by .. scores .... on .. the Taylor. Manifest Anxiety 
. Scale (1953) .and the Millimet .. Repression,. Sc.ale. (1967). Ss were given 
eight. learning. and eight recall triaJ,s .. to .. learn a 20,;,i tern word list • 
.§_s were.then.subjected.to.one of three.threat conditions: high threat 
(Failure), moderatethreat (Neutral).,.and.low threat (Success). Ten of 
thepre:viously.learnedstimu,lus.words.were.a:ssociated with the threat 
conditions .. ( threatening words);,. while .. the .remaining ten words were not 
(non,-threatening .. words) •... A recall .test .following: threat induction 
showed.tbatthemajor.hypotheses.of.the study were not supported. 
These ... results werie. discussed .. in terms of .a. possible vioLation of the 
necessary.boundary.conditions .. It was .. ques:tioned whether the high 
. threat condition was not mislabeled.:.. After reconsidering the boundary 
.conditions.some.support was found for Inglis' model and the major 
hypotheses. of the .study. 
While it was shown that. al.l. Ss. were characterized by an avoidance 
of words associated with threat, no recovery of these words was noted 
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aft~r:.tbe:.removaLof· the threat .. conditions .. :· An: inteJ:>pretation of 
s e.le:c.t.ive:. learning, L e .. :differential: r.egiatration .. of, the; two word-sets 
.. prioo ·to. threat. induction, rather. than:;.an. interpretation. of selective 
retention., was employed to account. for this:·. memory· decrement. In 
.. aq.dition., .. it::.was .. indepemien:tly. sbo.wn: that all effe.ets · were· achieved 
· below. :the . level of .. consci01,1.s . awareness •... 
. The.results also.showed.that.aninve:r:ited-U.curve;was.an excellent 
. approxim~tion. to. the: results ... of~ the .Between .. Ss .. analysis .... The results 
. were .. discussed. in terms .. of.Malmo.~s .. theory .. of. activation and the 
Hull'.'"Spence. theory of response. competition.; . Before. this point was 
reached. it was necessary. to. assume that. repression and anxiety were 
inversely rel,ated •. As §_s·were.selected:on the.basis of the Taylor 
. Manifest.Anxiety. Scale and the .. Millimet-..Repr.ession. Scale,:.a.:scale known 
- . to. be .. highly oorrelated:with the .Taylor. Scale., this assumption did not 
· seem unreasonable. 
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APPENDIX A 
REPRESSION SCALE 
Female Only. 
This inventoryconsists.of.numbered.statements •. ;Read-each-statement 
and decide whether it is true:asappliedtoyot\ or false.as applied to 
you. 
You are to mar.~ your answers. on the. answer:. sheet. you. ha:ve. If a 
statement is:TRUE orMOSTLY.TRUE.,.as.applied.to:you, blacken in the 
. lines in. the column headed. T.. IL the~ statement.: is_ FALSE. or_ NOT USUALLY 
TRUE,. as .. applied. to .. you.,. blacken between the lines in the: column headed 
F. Follow the statement numbers·ontheanswer sheet as they appear on 
this sheet. 
1. Once in a.while. I. think of 
things.too.bad:totalk about. 
2. Parts .. of:. my body- often have 
feelings .. like burning, 
tingling, crawling, or like 
"going.to sleep." 
3. I wish I_could be as happy 
as others seem to be. 
4. I am easily downed in a 
argument. 
5. I am certainly lacking in 
self-confidence. · 
6. I do many things which I 
regret.afterwards (I 
regret things·- more or more 
often than:others seem to.) 
7, I have met problems so full 
of possibilities that I have 
been:unable to make up my 
mind about them. -
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8. Most peoplewill use 
somewhat·. ti.nfair. means to 
gainprofit oran 
advantage rather than lose 
it. 
9. Often I can't understand 
why I have been so cross 
or grouchy. 
10. I commonly wonder what 
hidden: reaso:i:L another 
person.may.have for doing 
something nice for me. 
11. Criticism or scolding 
hurts me terribly. · 
12. I certainly feel useless 
at times. 
13. I have often lost out on 
things __ because I couldn I t 
get_going ormake up my 
mind soon enough, 
14. Most nights .. L go to sleep 
without·thoughts or ideas 
bothering nie, 
15. I do not tire quickly. 
· 16. It·makes me uncomfortable 
·to put on a. stunt at a 
party.even when others are 
doing the same sort of 
thing. 
17. I frequently have to fight 
against showing that I am 
bashful. 
18. I am worried about sex 
matters; 
19. I wish I were not so shy~ 
20. I frequently find myself 
worrying about something. 
21. I brood a great deal. 
22. I have periods of such great 
restlessness that I cannot 
sit long in a chair. 
23. I have difficulty in 
starting·to do things. 
24. I haveofteA,felt that 
strangers v1re looking at 
me critically. 
25. In·school I find it very 
hard to speak before the 
class. 
26. Even when· Lam with people 
· I feel lonely much of the 
time. 
27. I am.more sensitive than 
most other people. 
28. I am easily embarrassed. 
29. I wor>ry.over money and 
business. 
30. I cannot keep mymind on 
one thing. 
31. I easily become impatient 
with people. 
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32. Lfeel anxiety. about 
somethingor>.someone almost 
all the time. 
33. I usuallyhave to stop and 
think before I act even in 
trifling matters. 
34. I often feel as if things 
were not real. 
35. I have strange and 
peculiar thoughts. 
36, I have no dread of going 
into a.room.bymyself where 
other.peoplebave already 
gathered and are talking. 
37. I have more trouble 
concentrating than others 
seem to have. 
38. I have.several.times given 
up_doing_a.thing be~ause I 
thoughttoo little of my 
ability. 
39. Bad words., .. often terrible 
words' -come into my. mind 
and bother me for days 
40. I.am inclined-to take 
things hard. 
41. I am not afraid of fire. 
42. I am not usually self-
conscious. 
43. I very seldom have spells 
of the blues. 
44. I wish L could. get over 
worrying about things I 
have said that may have 
injured other people's 
feelings. 
45. People often disappoint me. 
46. My plans have frequently 
seemed: so full of 
difficulties that I have 
often·had to give them up. 
4 7. Often, even thc;mgh everything 
· is going .. fine· for· me, I feel 
·that I don't care about 
anything. 
48, I·have.often felt that 
difficulties were piling 
so high that I could not 
overcome them. 
49. I often think, "I wish I 
were.a child again." 
up 
50. I have often met people who 
were supposedto be experts 
who were no better than I. 
51. · Lam usually calm and not 
easily upset. 
52. It makes me feel like a. 
failure.when I hear of the 
success of:someone I know. 
53. Sometimes some unimportant 
thought wilL run through my 
. mind andbotherrrie for days. 
54. I am to take disappointments 
so keenly that I can't put 
them out of my mind. 
55. At times I think I am no 
·good at all, 
56.~ L feel. hungry almost all 
of the time. 
57.·· I worry quite a bit over 
possible misfortunes. 
58 .. It makes me·nervous to have 
to wait, 
.. 
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59, I have had periods in which 
I lost sleep over worry. 
60. I am apt to pass up 
something I want to do 
because others feel that I 
am·not going about it in 
the right way. 
· 61, I am often sorry because I 
am so.crossand grouchy. 
62, I must admit.· that I have at 
timesbeen worried beyond 
reason.oversomething that 
really did not matter. 
63. I ama high.c..strung person. 
64. I have often felt guilty 
because I.have pretended to 
feel more sorry about some.,. 
thing than I. really was. 
65,· · I am often afraid that I am 
going to blush. 
66~ My.skin seemsto be 
unusually sensitive to 
touch. 
67. I feel tired a good deal of 
the time . 
68. I shrink from facing a 
. crisis. or difficulty. 
69. I sometimes feel that I am 
about to go to pieces. 
70. I have a .. daydream life about 
.which. I do not tell other 
people. 
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Male Only 
This. inventory consists of numbered statements.· Read. each.statement and 
decide whether:itis true asappliedtoyou.orfalse.asapplied to you. 
Youare.tom.arkyouranswers.on.theanswer.sheet you have. If a 
statement: is. TRUE. or. MOSTLY. TRUE. as. applied. to you., .. blacken. in the lines 
in the. column: headed: T. If. the: statement is: FALSE .... or. NOT. USUALLY TRUE, 
as applied .. to. you, blacken between the· lines: in the column headed F . 
. . Follow the statement numbers. on. the. answer. sheet as. they appear on this 
sheet, 
L I. wake up. fresh and rested 
most mornings. 
2 .... I find. it·. hard: to keep my 
mind on a task or job. 
3. At times I feel iike 
smashing things. 
4. I have had:periods of days, 
weeks,. or months when I 
couldn't take ca:re of things 
because I couldn't !' get · 
going." 
5. Parts .. of: my body often have 
feelings. like burning, 
tingling., crawling, or like 
"go,ing to sleep." 
6. I hardly ever feel pain in 
the back of the neck. 
7. I am certainly lacking in 
self~confidence. · 
8. It takes .. a .. lot of argument 
to convince most people of 
the truth, 
9. I do.many.things which I 
regret. afterwards ( I 
regret.things more or 
more·often than others 
seem to.) 
10. Much.of.the··time I feel as 
if I have done something 
wrong or evil. 
11. Most people.will use 
somewhat·unfairmeans to 
gain profit·or an advantage 
rather than to lose it. 
12. Often I. can't understand 
why I have been so cross 
and grouchy. 
13. I commonly wonder what 
hidden reason another 
personmay.have for doing 
something nice for me. 
14. I brood a great deal. 
15. Criticismor scolding hurts 
me terribly. 
16. I certainly feel useless at 
times. 
17. At times L feel like picking 
a fist fight with someone. 
18. I have often lost out on 
things because I.couldn't 
make up my mind soon enough. 
19. It makes me impatient to 
have people.ask my advice 
or otherwise interrupt me 
when I am working on 
something important. 
20. Most nights I go to sleep 
without·· thoughts or ideas 
bothe·ring me. 
21. I like to know some important 
people because it makes me 
feel-important. 
22, It makes me uncomfortable to 
··· put on a stunt at a party . 
evenwhen·others are doing 
the· same· sort of thing. · 
23, I frequently: have to fight· 
against·showing that I am 
bashful. · 
36:. · I am. more sensitive than 
most.other people. 
37. I worry over money and 
business. 
38. I cannot. keep my mind on 
one thing. 
· 39. · I easily become impatient 
with people. 
40. I feel.an~iety about 
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24, I amworriiedaboutsex matters.. something or:someone almost 
25. · I frequently·notice my hand 
shakes when I try to do 
something. 
26. I feel weak all over much 
of the time. 
27. Sometimes"'when emba;r,rassed, 
I break out· in·a·sweat which 
annoys·me_greatly. 
28. I wish:I were not so shy. 
29. · I frequently: find myself .. 
worrying about something. 
30. Life'. is.a strain for me 
much·of the time. 
31 . L have: periods of such 
great~restlessness that· 
I cannot: sit long in a 
chair. · 
32. Myway.ofdoing things-is 
apt: .to. be. mis'unders'tood 
by others. 
33. When in a.group of people 
I. have. tr.ouble thinking 
of the: right things t.o 
talk about. · 
34. I have .. often. felt that 
strangers.were looking at 
me critically. 
35. Even when Lam. with people I 
:· feel lonely much· of the time. 
.all the time. 
41. Sometimes I become so 
excited that: I find it hard 
to get to sleep. 
42. I.often feel as if things 
were not.real. 
43. I havea.habit of counting 
. things that. are not · 
important: such as bulbs on· 
an· electric sign, and so 
forth. 
44. I have strange and peculiar 
thoughts. · 
45. I have been afraid of things 
. or people that· I knew cou.ld 
not hurt me. 
46. I.have more.trouble 
concentratingthan others 
seem to have. 
47. I have several.times. given 
up doing something because 
I thought too,, ... lttt~~~'t,IDY 
ability. · · · · · · · · · 
48. Bad ... words:,. often. terrible 
words"' .. come: into my mind and 
I cannot get rid of them, 
49. Sometimes. some .. .important 
thought: wilL run through my 
mind and:bother·me for days. 
50. Lam in.clined.: to take thi.ngs 
hard. 
6El. : .Lam. usually. calm and not 
easily upseti 
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51. ... L ami not:.usually. se,lf--conscious~. _ 6L. · It: makes me feel like a 
52 .... L very seldom: have spells of 
the blues. 
53. . L wish: Lcould get over 
. worr>ying;: about. things I have 
. saici. that·:.may'. have· injured 
other·people's feelings. 
54:. People often~ disappoint me. 
55;. :Iam:unable.to:tell anyone all 
about myself. 
56 •. My plans have frequently seemed 
so full of difficulties that I 
have:had·to give them up. 
failure.· when: I hear of the 
· success of' someone I know 
well. 
62. · I.am.apt to take 
disappointments·. so keenly . 
that·: L can I t. put them out 
of my mind. · 
63. At times I think I am no 
good at all. 
64. I feel hungry·almost all· 
the time.' 
65 .. I am often afraid that I am 
goi.ng to blush. 
57. Often:,even.though everything 66. I feel tired a good deal of 
time. .. is going: fine: for me, I feel 
that· r'. don't .care about 
anythi_ng. 67. 
58. I have sometimes felt that. 
difficulties. were piling up . 68. 
so high: that: I could n'oi 
··. ·: overcome them. 
59. I often think, "I wish I were.: ... 
· · a child .again." 
69. 
I .. shrink from facing a 
crisis.or difficulty. 
I sometimes:feel that I am 
about to. go to pieces . 
I have a.daydream life about 
which. I do not . tell .. other 
people . 
.. 70. I am happy most of the time. 
APPENDIX B 
INSTRUCTIONS-UPON:EN'I'ERING. LABORATORY 
From- this_ .moment .on. .I shalL .. ask-you_ n.ot. to- speak or make any 
sound~ .. _.Please_.sits.traight in:.your seat, eyes. looki_ng. forward. There 
.. should_ be. no_. need.. for. questions. and~.nc_ questions- will. be answered. You 
.. wilLreceive_ the. necessary-instructions- in. order .. to: successfully 
complete. the .. ass_igned tasks. 
_Placed.on. the: desk: before:: you: is: an· envelope. Inside the 
envelope. is. a: number: cal:!d: and:.a_ packet .of·; numberied: index. cards. Please 
. remove. ther;.e: objects at this> time; and take. note: of: the number that is 
ass_igned:.to.: you,, .. Any information· that, I wish· to convey: to you will be 
prefaced: .. by this: number.· : In this- way~ your· anonymity. will. be preserved. 
Once·. you have· done· this:, please return:. the· nprnber: card: and. put the 
envelope aside. 
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APPENDIX C 
HARVARD: QUICK~SCORING: ANALO.GIES:.OF: INTELLECTUAL CA,PACITY 
.. SOUTHWESTERN: EDITION FORM A 
· This: new. test:h&s- been: found to. be: a; highly: predictive .. ,. qu,ick-scoring 
method: for: determioing.: intellectuaL capacity.:.: ·· It is particularly · 
effectiveat:the:college:level .. :Do.not:underestimate:the· simplicity 
and: ease: in: .. completin.g, .. this::. test: .. The: most: obvious answer is. not. 
necessarily_. the: most. correct as content · is not: always the critical 
factor. - .. Read: each: anal_ogy c;arefully. 
. . 1 .. Animals: : : ... Zoology ... : :_ .. Plants 
. A... Physiol_ogy ... B.. Astronomy C... Botany.: D.. Chemistry 
2. Red .. :.: .Ruby Green 
A. Opal: . B... Emerald . C ... Sapphire D. _Topaz 
3 •. Hamlet Shakespeare . Old Man 
. . A4, .. Spillane ... B. Faul~ner,. c .. ·Salinger .... D.. Hemi_ngway 
4; Achilles · Heel Samson. 
. A.. Jawbone .. B .. _ Hair: C.. Riddle. D. Grapes 
5 .•.. Hammer . • ..Chisel · : : Knife. 
A.. Fork .. B. ·· Dish:. C.. Spoon D.. Steak 
6. .Rabbi .. : . Priest. Senator 
A.. President . B ... Judge .. C... Vice,.,Preside!lt .. D,. Representative 
7 .. Fish .. : .. Trout : :: Fence 
A .. Barbwire ... B.· .. Wooden · C4. :. Picket D. Corral 
8. Radio Telephone· Frame 
A.. Painter .. B .• ·. Oil . C .•. Photograph: -D •. Picture 
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9. Sculpture Art ··Track 
A. Team B. . Meet· . •· .C . Animal. D.. Race 
10 .•. · Rain. . Snow.··. · · . Lightnipg .. : 
A. Cycl,one B. Hur:dcane C. Tornado_ D. Monsoon 
11. Psychol_ogist · · Archaeologist .... Nurse. : 
.A, Lawyer B. Farmer C. Glassblower .. D. Accountant 
12. Spanish . French Apple .. 
A. Cherry B. Plum c. ·.·Peach:. D, Apricot 
13. Chaucer. Spencer. . . Freud 
A. Ju_ng B. Adler c .. Breuer. D, Char cot 
14 ... R;etina· .. Eye •· .. Teeth 
A. Mouth B. Face c. Stomach D. Head 
15. . Paper. Clip Chain . 
A. Store lL Ga_ng c .. Lock D. Saw 
16. · Burn Melt ... . Destroy . . 
A. Rav_ag;e B. Conquer "c. Defeat D. Undo 
17. ·· Queen England Title 
A. Nobility B. Crown: c. Monarchy: .. D:. OHgarchy 
18. · Death .. · Decay· : : . Birth 
A, Life B. Liberty C. Beauty D. Baby 
19 •... Direction ' ,· North. .. · Level 
A .•. Ground ... B •. Head .. c ..... Sky D. Load 
2 0 • . Candle·. Illumination . : ; Atom 
A:~· · Proton-: B .•.. Neutron: .. :.C .... Electron·· · D.. Alpha Particle 
HARVARD·QUICK-SCORINGANALOGIES.OF-INTELLECTUAL CAPACITY 
.SOUTHWESTERN:EDITION FORM B 
· This: new: test has: been: found. to be. a: highi.y: predictive., quick-scoring 
method for. determining: inte:l,lectu.al, capacity •. · It is· particularly · 
effective: at. the col.lege .1.evel. Do not. underestimate the simplicity 
and; eas.e-. in . .completin.g. this: test;:· : The: most- obvious answer is not 
necessarily: .. the .most':.correct as content- is· not.: always: the critical 
factor. Read. each: anal.ogy carefully, 
1. : Stop . . Go Red 
A. Green B, Blue c~ Brown· D. Violet 
2. Numbers:: : Arithmetic· ·· .• Letters 
A. Books .. B .. : · Post Office: :: C. · .. Alphabet: D. Typewriter 
3. · Old Man: . Hemi_ngway: .::_:Ollver~Twist 
A. Maughm: B. Shakespeare· . C ... Sheridan: D. Dickens 
4.. Moby: Dick. . Whale · Lassie · 
A. :Collie B ... Dog C. Female D. Wolf 
5 . .. P ilbt. . : . Airplane.... . .. Helmsman 
A ... Boat B. Ship: . C, Vessel . D. Vehicle 
. 6. Football . Baseball. Eleven 
A ... Five .... B .•.. Seven .. C. Nine. D. Fourteen 
7_ •. Bird .. : ... Blue. Jay . : : . Fence 
.... A. Barbwire_ .. B .. : - Wooden:. C. Picket- D. Corral 
. 8. Tel.egraph.: . : Television. Frame: .. : 
.... A_, . Painter. B:· •... OiL . C. Phot_ograph .. D. Picture 
9 .. Athletics ·. Olympics: .· .. .·Track 
A. · Team B . .Meet C .• . Animal. D. Race 
10 .• Judge. Verdict Court 
A. Law B. Prison C. · Jury D. Lawye;ri. 
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11. Veternarian. Historian Nurse 
A. Lawyer B. Farmer . c. Glassblower D. Accountant 
12. Geometry Geology .. Apple 
A, Cherry B, Plum c. Peach· D. Ap:r;,icot 
13. Roosevelt Truman Freud 
A" Jung B. Adler c. Breuer. D. Charcot 
14. Nail Finger Teeth 
A. Mouth B. Face c. Stomach D. Head 
15. Horse. Shoe Chain 
A. Store B. Gang C. Lock D. Saw 
16, Tangent Adjacent South 
A. East B. West C. North D. Pole 
17. Maharajah India Title 
A. Nobility B. Crown . c. Monarchy. D. Oligarchy 
18. Rust Ruin Birth 
A. Life B ... Liberty c. Beauty D. Baby 
19 .. Measurement . Length Level 
A. Ground B. Head c. Sky D. Load 
20. SquaJ;:'e Circle .. Tetrahedron 
A. Hexagon B. Octagon . c .. Pentagon. D. Triangle 
/ i 
APPENDIX D 
"·"lo!,;. 
' 
INSTR.UCTION: FOR Ss IN. LEARNING·. WORD: LIST PRIOR TO RECALL 
.You.will eee projectedbefore:youa series of·words, one at a time. 
These-words.are common, everyday:words.and·you shouldhave·no difficulty 
I 
recognizi_ng: them:.:·· Look:.at:· them· carefully and: try· to: remember them as 
·best·you can. You:willbe c;1.sked to·write·them:onpaper when the series 
is completed:;. .. You: do not necessarily· have·: to: remember: them· in the order 
that: they: are presented. 
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APPENDIX E 
HARVARD QUICK-SCORING ANALOGIES OF INTELLECTUAL CAPACITY 
SOUTHWESTERN EDITION 
NORMS 
HIGH SCHOOL COLLEGE 
'S LOWER FRESHMAN 13 
6 UPPER FRESHMAN 14 
7 . LOWER SOPHOMORE 15 
8 UPPER SOPHOMORE 16 
9 LOWER JUNIOR 17 
10 UPPER JUNIOR 18 
11 LOWER SE}l'IOR 19 
12 UPPER SENIOR 20 
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APPENDIX F 
QUESTIONNAIRE COMPLETED PRIOR:: TO Ss LEAVING LABORATORY 
, Name 
~...----...-...-...-...-...-...-...-~---...-...-...-...-...-...-...-...-...-~ 
1, Upon hearing your "score" on the test of analogies describe your 
feelings . · ( Circle one) 
VERY MUCH 
DISTURBED .. 
1 
DISTURBED 
2 
NEUTRAL. 
3 
RELIEVED 
4 
VERY MUCH 
RELIEVED 
5 
2. To what eKtent would you say you.were "taken,-in" during the course. 
of.the experiment? (Circle one) 
VERY MUCH 
TAJ.(EN.e-,IN ... 
1 
SOMEWHAT DIDN:'T SOMEWHAT . 
TAKEN-IN ... REALLY .. CARE SUSPICIOUS. 
2 3 4 
VERY MUCH 
SUSPICIOUS 
5 
3. While taking the· test of analogies did .. you notice anything about 
themwhichremindedyou of the words.you.were asked to learn 
ecl,rlier? .. If: yes, in what way. 
YES, NO •. (Circle one) 
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APPENDIX G 
RAW DATA, SCORE ON THE MARS (1) AND MAS (2); COVARIATE FOR 
THE THREATENING WORDS. (~AND NON-THREATENING W9RDS (4); 
THREATENING WORDS (5) AND NON~THREATENING WORDS (6) 
.. RECALLED AFTER THREAT: THREATENING WORDS ( 7 ) 
AND NON-THREATENING WORDS (8) RECALLED, 
AFTER THE REMOVAL OF THREAT. 
High Repressor Group 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 9 9 26 31 3 6 4 
2 10 9 32 31 7 4 5 
3 6 2 31 30 4 7 5 
4 8 6 38 29 6 5 6 
5 12 10 33 18 3 3 2 
6 8 2 31 21 2 4 3 
7 12 8 36 36 4 5 4 
8 · 14 8 41 41 5 5 7 
9 14 8 34 25 5 2 5 
10 14 8 40 43 6 7 5 
1 10 5 26 29 4 5 2 
2 3 1 35 32 5 6 4 
3 8 5 44 30 7 4 6 
4 12 9 53 49 7 7 7 
5 12 10 46 40 6 5 7 
6 10 8 40 37 5 6 7 
7 4 1 37 43 5 5 5 
8 10 8 35 36 5 6 6 
9 7 ·3 39 40 5 5 7 
10 12 6 41 39 7 7 7 
1 8 10 25 32 4 4 4 
2 3 8 33 28 4 5 4 
3 6 7 35 25 7 3 6 
4 14 6 33 38 5 6 5 
5 14 7 34 34 3 5 3 
6 5 6 30 30 5 6 5 
7' 14 8 22 37 4 4 4 
8 11 10 30 38 4 5 4 
9 12 9 36 34 6 6 5 
10 9 5 41 28 6 5 7 
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8 
7 
5 
6 
5 
3 
3 
6 
5 
1 
6 
4 
6 
5 
7 
4 
6 
7 
6 
6 
6 
4 
5 
4 
6 
4 
5 
5 
6 
7 
6 
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Moderate,.. Repressor Gx>oup 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
1 28 16 35 32 5 5 5 4 
s 2 · 30 23 35 41 6 
4 6 5 
u 3 28 20 43 36 
6 5 7 6 
4 26 20 34 36 4 7 4 7 c 5 27 20 47 41 7 6 7 6 C. 
E 6 28 18 39 46 6 
5 6 5 
s 7 26 16 40 41 
4 5 6 6 
s 8 31 20 27 43 3 7 
4 6 
9 28 16 34 23 4 4 4 4 
10 26 16 33 26 4 3 4 3 
1 27 16 31 40 5 6 4 6 
N 2 24 19 21 39 
4 6 4 6 
E 3 31 20 32 33 4 5 
5 5 
u 4 25 16 22 29 
5 3 5 3 
T 5 28 ;J.6 35 42 6 7 
6 6 
R 6 26 20 42 51 6 6 
5 7 
A 7 30 20 35 39 6 6 6 6 
L 8 29 l6 32 34 5 6 
6 6 
9 28 19 40 31 5 6 4 6 
10 26 20 38 40 4 6 5 6 
., 
1 28 20 2l 23 3 3 3 3 
F 2 29 20 
37 42 6 5 5 5 
A 3. 26 16 32 38 
5 7 3 7 
I 4 31 19 32 42 
4 7 4 7 
5 25 20 22 26 4 5 5 5 L 6 26 17 43 40 4 6 4 6 u 7 26 · 16 33 34 4 6 4 5 R 8 25 16 41 43 5 7 6 6 E 9 29 18 27 42 4 6 4 5 
10 26 :1,6 25 28 4 3 4 3 
'· 
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Low Repressor Group 
1 2 3 4 '5 6 7 8 
1 49 31 27 37 5 6 3 7 
s 2 49. 28 39 35 4 4 3 2 
u 3 52 34 39 42 5 5 5 6 
c 4 .55 32 31 28 2 2 ' 1 3 
c 5 44 31 43 36 7 7 7 7 
E 6 52 35 29 17 4 5 4 4 
s 7 46 27 24 24 5. 4 5 4 
s 8 48 33 37 36 5 5 5 4 9 45 33 25 35 3 7 3 6 
10 45 32 45 35 7 6 6 6 
1 49 35 24 31 4 4 5 5 
N 2 56 37 28 32 3 6 3 5 3 48 27 41 32. 6 5 6 7 E· 4 45. 27 33 34 5 4 5 4 u 5 53 35 24 31 2 4 3 4 T 6 54 31 37. 42 6 6 6 4 R 7 50 32 18 26 3 4 2 4 A 8 48 32 31 3-2 6 5 5 6 L 9 51 31 81 31 5 5 5 5 
10 . 44 28 28 25 5 2 6 '. 4 
1 48 27 37 35 6 7 6 7 
F 2 50 35 25 27 0 5 0 5 3 55 34 33 29 4 4 3 5 A 4 50 32 40 35 6 4 6. 5 I 
L 5 47 28 28 21 3 2 3 
2 
6 50 38 35 32 4 4 5 4 u 7 48 32 32 32 5 6 5 5 R. 8 48 27 34 27 4 5 4 4 E 9 62 41 40 29 5 5 4 6 
10 67 . 41 37 34 6 5 7 4 
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